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ABSTRACT 
 Though learning a historical instrument is becoming more and more common 
among trained violinists, there are few method books that provide detailed instruction. 
This dissertation is intended to supply violin students with a structured method in 
historical violin playing that combines information from both historical treatises and 
contemporary systems of pedagogy. This will enable the student to learn about the 
historical sources while keeping a sound approach to healthy movement. By looking at 
source readings from violin methods and other historical sources of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth century, the student is introduced to historical performance practice. These 
readings are categorized by the technical information they contain such as violin hold, 
bow hold, or a certain bow stroke. They are then analyzed and compared to readings by 
modern pedagogues such as Paul Rolland, Ivan Galamian, Simon Fischer but also experts 
within the field of Alexander Technique and Body Mapping to enable the student to draw 
their own conclusions on the techniques they intend to use. To facilitate the process of 
learning, the author has provided facsimile excerpts both from violin repertoire and 
historical methods, as well as suggested further practicing material and readings from 
both historical and modern sources.  
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  1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Learning about historical performance techniques and playing historical instruments are 
becoming more and more common among today’s music undergraduates. Though 
increasingly more music programs have experts in historical performance on the faculty, 
there remains a general lack of contemporary methods that provide instruction for 
specific historical instruments. This dissertation is therefore intended to supply 
undergraduate violin students with a structured method in historical violin playing that 
will combine information from both historical treatises and contemporary systems of 
pedagogy.  
This unique method fills a noticeable gap in historical violin performance 
pedagogy by building upon extensive research of both historical methods from the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century as well as on successful twentieth-century pedagogies 
for violin instruction. Aimed at college and conservatory students specializing in 
performance (both modern players as well as those with some experience in historical 
performance), this method builds upon students’ previous knowledge of the instrument 
and assumes a standard second-year knowledge of music theory and history. Each spread 
of technical or stylistic exercises is accompanied by one or more source readings from the 
main historical treatises, prefaces, and manuals. The unique contribution of this project is 
the emphasis on historical sources while combining modern ideas of pedagogy to teach 
freedom of movement and ergonomics.  
 
  2 
Scope and Limitations of Study 
A large, extant corpus of historical violin methods exists from the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries covering many national styles. Though all of these are valuable in 
different ways, it is neither possible nor advisable to take all of them into account for this 
study. Instead, a selection of treatises has been included based on their significance and 
pedagogical impact for their time. Nor would it be possible or prudent to cover all time 
periods of historical playing from the invention of the violin until today. Therefore, the 
main focus of this manual is on the performance of eighteenth-century repertoire. 
 
Literature Survey  
In this dissertation, contemporary accounts of historical violin playing have been 
examined alongside the historical treatises themselves. Additionally, contemporary 
writings on violin pedagogy have been reviewed to ensure that the instructions given in 
this manual align with modern knowledge of the scientific and ergonomic aspects of 
playing. One of the most influential works about historical violin playing, and the starting 
point for any study of the subject, is David Boyden’s The History of Violin Playing, from 
Its Origins to 1761 and Its Relationship to the Violin and Violin Music (1965).1 Boyden 
divides the history of the violin into three categories: the instrument and its development, 
repertoire and technique, with each of these further divided into three general time 
periods: 1600-1650, 1650-1700 and 1700-1761. For each period, Boyden thoroughly 
                                                                          
1 David D. Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, from Its Origins to 1761 and Its Relationship to the 
Violin and Violin Music (London & New York: Oxford University Press, 1965). 
  3 
examines the sources available and re-evaluates those that have been previously mis-
interpreted.  
Robin Stowell’s more recent The Early Violin and Viola: A Practical Guide 
(2001) provides an introduction to historical violin and viola playing along with a 
discussion of relevant sources, repertories, technique and style, and concluding with case 
studies drawn from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.2 In Judy Tarling’s Baroque 
String Playing for Ingenious Players (2001) citations from numerous historical sources 
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are compiled and organized by technical 
and musical topics.3 She begins by using rhetoric as the foundation for understanding 
Baroque musical style and continues with a discussion of string instrument techniques, 
national styles, tuning, equipment, and basso continuo playing.  
One of the most comprehensive works is Alessandro Moccia’s compilation, 
Violon: Méthodes, traités, ouvrages généraux (2005), containing facsimiles of all 
currently available sources, printed and manuscript, on the historical violin between 1600 
and 1800. Moccia’s work includes excerpts from larger treatises on music as well as 
dedicated violin treatises, all presented complete in their original language. The work is 
divided into volumes of French, German, and Italian sources.  
In her book Deutsche Violintechnik im 17. Jahrhundert: Ein Handbuch zur 
Aufführungspraxis (2006), Greta Moens-Haenen focuses on distinguishing the German – 
                                                                          
2 Robin Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola: A Practical Guide (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2001). 
3 Judy Tarling, Baroque String Playing for Ingenious Learners (St. Albans: Corda Music Publications, 
2001). 
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in this case, the German-speaking lands north of the Alps – from the Italian violin school 
of the seventeenth century.4 She accounts for both North-German and South-German 
traditions and their differences in terms of technique and repertoire. Her coverage of 
German seventeenth-century performance practice traces the development of the violin 
from consort to solo instrument, examines the difference between performing solo 
repertoire and accompanying dancing, and provides technical sources for left- and right-
hand hold, intonation, fingering, and vibrato. The final chapters examine the relationship 
between technique and repertoire, along with an examination of the sources containing 
information on articulation, strokes, fingering, and ornamentation. Similarly, Marianne 
Rônez-Kubitschek’s Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit is a very complete compilation 
of citations regarding historical violin playing, divided into technical and musical topics. 
All citations are given in both their original language and in German translation.5  
David Douglass’ important article “The Violin: Technique and Style,” covers the 
technique and style of seventeenth-century music, and discusses the difference between 
performing consort and solo repertoires.6 The article presents Douglass’s own 
interpretation of the sources but lacks references for some of the claims he makes. 
Douglass proposes only one kind of violin hold, which he calls the “low hold” although 
he does admit that the violin travelled closer to the shoulder during the second half of the 
                                                                          
4 Greta Moens-Haenen, Deutsche Violintechnik im 17. Jahrhundert: Ein Handbuch zur 
Aufführungspraxis (Graz: Akademische Druck-u.Verlags., 2006). 
5 Marianne Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit: Die Entwicklung der 
Violintechnik in Quellenzitaten. Von den Anfängen bis Pierre Baillot 1835 (Vienna: LIT, 2012) 
6 David Douglass, “The Violin: Technique and Style,” in A Performer’s Guide to Seventeenth-Century 
Music, ed. Stewart Carter, rev. & exp. by Jeffery T Kite-Powell (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2012), 168–183. For more on different violin holds see Chapter 2. 
  5 
seventeenth century.7  
Unlike Douglass, Julie Andrijeski proposes a variety of seventeenth-century holds 
in her article “Historical Approaches to Playing the Violin,” from the same collection, 
where she examines the most interesting sources for violin technique from the period. 
Andrijeski emphasizes the importance of rhetoric, after which follows a discussion about 
national styles and on bowings in the Italian, French and German traditions.8 
Among the shorter studies on this topic, Christoph Riedo’s “How Might 
Arcangelo Corelli Have Played the Violin?” is particularly useful in its broad exploration 
of violin technique in Rome around the turn of the eighteenth century. 9 This article is a 
case study on how the composer and violinist Arcangelo Corelli might have played 
violin, in which Riedo supplements the documentary evidence with iconography, such as 
paintings, drawings, and sketches from the period. 
Two books can be mentioned that are more practically oriented and contain 
exercises for learning historical violin techniques. Stanley Ritchie’s Before the Chinrest: 
A Violinist's Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-Chinrest Technique and Style (2012) contains 
numerous technical exercises that are quite accessible.10 It does, however, occasionally 
lack references to the sources of the techniques described, and does not include actual 
examples from some of the historical methods described. Additionally, this book is 
                                                                          
7 Douglass, “The Violin: Technique and Style,” 176–77. 
8 Julie Andrijeski, “Historical Approaches to Playing the Violin,” in A Performer’s Guide to 
Seventeenth-Century Music, ed. Stewart Carter, rev. & exp. by Jeffery T Kite-Powell (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2012), 184–209. 
9 Christoph Riedo, “How Might Arcangelo Corelli Have Played the Violin?” Music in Art - 
International Journal for Music Iconography 39 (2014): np. 
10 Stanley Ritchie, Before the Chinrest a Violinist’s Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-Chinrest Technique 
and Style (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011). 
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mostly directed to performing the violin works of J. S. Bach. Finally, Elizabeth 
Wallfisch’s short manual The Art of Playing “Chin-Off” for the Brave and the Curious 
(2003) builds upon the exercises of Francesco Geminiani contained in his Art of Playing 
on the Violin (1751), and explores posture, hold, and shifting technique to help baroque 
violinists find a way to hold the violin without using their chin.11 This is principally a 
practical manual in which the shifting technique advocated by the author has roots in the 
technique developed originally by early music violinist Sigiswald Kuijken, who first 
began exploring chin-off violin playing.12 
 
Historical Treatises Selected for this Dissertation 
The earliest written record of violin playing is to be found in the French composer 
Philibert Jambe de Fer’s Epitome musical des tons, sons et accordz, es voix humaines, 
fleustes d'Alleman, fleustes à neuf trous, violes, & violons, published in Lyon in 1556.13 
Descriptions of violin playing also appear in general works on music throughout the 
seventeenth century, but they are frequently lacking in detail, giving mainly rough 
descriptions of posture, violin, and bow hold placement that were mostly intended for 
players accompanying dance. In 1693, the first violin-specific method is published, John 
                                                                          
11 Elizabeth Wallfisch, The Art of Playing “Chin-off” for the Brave and Curious: A Treatise on One 
Aspect of Violin Playing in the Year 2003 (Huntingdon: Kings Music, 2003). 
12 For a description of how Sigiswald Kuijken came to chin-off playing see Brian Robbins, “An 
Interview with Sigiswald Kuijken”, accessed April 5, 2020, 
http://brianmartinrobins.powweb.com/id19.html. 
13 Howard Mayer Brown, "Jambe de Fer, Philibert," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 31, 
2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000014107. 
  7 
Lenton’s The Gentleman’s Diversion, or the Violin Explained, soon to be followed by 
others that start to appear in England and in France after 1700. These early treatises are 
frequently aimed at beginners and only contain descriptions of the most rudimentary 
elements of violin playing. It is only by the middle of the eighteenth century that more 
refined descriptions appear, beginning with Francesco Geminiani’s The Art of Playing on 
the Violin, published in London in 1751, followed soon by Leopold Mozart’s Versuch 
einer gründlichen Violinschule, published in Augsburg in 1756. While the use of early 
treatises is necessary in order to consider performance practice of the seventeenth 
century, they need to be carefully evaluated by raising such questions such as: is the 
author a professional violinist? Is the treatise aimed towards beginners or professionals? 
What repertoire does the treatise concern itself with? What is the author’s advice about 
repertoire outside of this area? These questions have guided the selection of treatises in 
this dissertation, of which a summary follows below.  
John Lenton’s treatise The Gentleman’s Diversion, or the Violin Explained is the 
first treatise dedicated only to the violin and sheds some light on seventeenth-century 
violin technique; as Lenton was himself a violinist active in the Chapel Royal (as one of 
the King’s musicians) his advice is authoritative.14 The treatise, however, is aimed 
towards amateurs, beginning with a thorough explanation of how to read music on the 
violin. For this study, the most valuable part of Lenton’s treatise is his description of how 
to hold the violin and bow.  
Francesco Geminiani’s The art of playing on the violin (1751) is one of the most 
                                                                          
14 John Lenton, The Gentleman’s Diversion, or the Violin Explained, (London, 1693). 
  8 
important treatises we have from this period, valuable not just for violin performance 
practice but for the musical performance of this period in general.15 Having presumably 
studied with Corelli and being from the Roman Violin School, Geminiani’s advice is 
particularly important for the performance of violin music from the first half of the 
eighteenth century.16 The treatise is logically organized in a pedagogical manner, and is 
the first one to address more advanced violinists, giving particularly interesting advice on 
ornamentation.  
Leopold Mozart’s Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule (1756) is another of the 
most influential violin methods from the time period.17 Having settled for a career in 
music after initially attempting to enter the church, Mozart was already well known for 
his musical writings before the publication of the Versuch.18 A violin teacher since the 
early days of his career, he attempts to remedy all the substandard violin teaching of the 
time, writing in authoritative fashion about all matters technical and stylistic. This treatise 
is particularly important for the performance practice during the formative years of 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, who was taught violin by his father.  
Giuseppe Tartini was intended by his parents for priesthood but after his father’s 
death he decided upon a musical career instead and established himself in Padua, where 
                                                                          
15 Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin (London, 1751). 
16 Enrico Careri, "Geminiani, Francesco," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 14, 2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000010849. 
17 Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule (Augsburg, 1756) 
18 Cliff Eisen, "Mozart, (Johann Georg) Leopold," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 15, 
2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-6002278234. 
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he became a very successful violinist, composer and theorist. In the late 1720s he began 
to establish his violin studio and taught many students as his reputation as a teacher 
increased, some of whom later became famous violinists in their own right.19 His Lettera 
to Maddalena Lombardini demonstrates his dedication to expressive bow technique and 
the singing style prominent in Italy at the time, it gives instructions on how to perform 
the faster movements from Corelli’s Op V sonatas and how to trill in good style.20  
Joseph-Barnabé Saint-Sévin, known as l'Abbé le fils as the son of l’Abbé l’aîné, 
became a famous violinist already as a child and took lessons with Jean-Marie Leclair 
between 1740-1742.21 His violin treatise Principes du violon (1761) is one of the first to 
introduce more advanced techniques such as double stops, broken arpeggios, and high 
positions; and offers a glimpse into violin technique of the second half of the eighteenth 
cenutry.  
Though the title of Johann Joachim Quantz’s work Versuch einer Anweisung die 
Flöte traversiere zu spielen (1752) indicates that it is concerned with flute instruction, it 
encompasses almost every aspect of performance practice of the time, based on many 
years of experience as a performer, composer, and teacher.22 Quantz, who lived a rich 
musical life first in Dresden and later in Berlin as the personal tutor and chamber music 
                                                                          
19 Pierluigi Petrobelli, "Tartini, Giuseppe," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 15, 2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000027529. 
20 Giuseppe Tartini, Lettera del Defonto Signor Giuseppe Tartini alla Signora Maddalena Lombardini 
inserviente ad una importante Lezione per i Suonatori di Violino, trans. Charles Burney (London, 
1779) 
21 Neal Zaslaw, "L’abbé family," Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 15, 2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000015751. 
22 Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen (Berlin, 1752) 
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partner of Frederick II, included in his treatise instruction on how to execute ornaments, 
how to play an allegro and an adagio, how to create and perform a cadenza, and described 
the duties of all instrumentalists in an ensemble. 
Also in the service of Frederick II at the Prussian court, Carl Philipp Emanuel 
Bach began to enjoy greater freedom once a second harpsichordist had been employed 
which gave him time to compose and teach.23 His teaching presumably gave him the 
inspiration to write the Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen, a manual for 
keyboard and continuo playing. The first part, completed in 1753, contains fundamental 
principles including fingering, ornamentation, harmonization, and some general advice 
on performing. In 1762 it was paired with a second part that focuses on continuo playing 
and the art of accompanying. Together with Quantz and Mozart’s treatises, it contains 
some of the most valuable information about performance practice of the time.  
 
Modern Methods  
Though the historical sources will provide sufficient material for introducing stylistic 
performance in this method, each technical moment will be carefully reviewed and 
presented in a way that is ergonomically in line with what we now know about the body. 
To convey freedom of movement and ergonomics, the work of Frederick Matthias 
Alexander (the “Alexander Technique”) will be consulted, alongside the more recent 
“Bodymapping Technique” by Barbara Conable, and the work of violin pedagogues Paul 
                                                                          
23 Christoph Wolff and Ulrich Leisinger, "Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel," Grove Music Online, 2001, 
accessed March 21, 2018, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.0
01.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-6002278185. 
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Rolland, Ivan Galamian and Simon Fischer among others. 
Some of the main works consulted are as follows: 
• Frederick Matthias Alexander. The Alexander Technique was 
developed by Alexander, an Australian actor who lost his voice when 
performing due to chronic laryngitis. His search to remedy his condition led 
him to discover the important relationship of the head and the spine, and how 
an unbalanced head on top of the spine leads to a series of faulty movement 
patterns in the body. He has described his search and the subsequent findings 
of his technique in The use of the self (1931).24 The Alexander Technique 
focuses on restoring natural movement patterns and moving mindfully in a 
way where the entire structure of the body is balanced. In this method, we will 
base our knowledge of Alexander Technique both on his own books and 
works by others. 
• Barbara Conable: Body Mapping. Conable takes the Alexander 
Technique as a starting point but expands it by focusing especially on how 
musicians’ images of their own bodies are often what she calls “mis-
mapped.”25 This mis-mapping results in faulty movement patterns that her 
technique tries to rectify by building up a correct picture of the body’s 
structure and muscles, beginning with the same important relationship used in 
Alexander Technique — the head being balanced on top of the spine. Jennifer 
                                                                          
24 F. M. Alexander, The Use of the Self, 2nd ed. (London: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1942). 
25 Barbara Conable, What Every Musician Needs to Know About the Body (Portland: Andover Press 
2000). 
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Johnson has written on Body Mapping specifically for violinists in What 
Every Violinist Needs To Know About the Body (2009).26 
• Paul Rolland: The Teaching of Action in String Playing (book and 
DVD).27 Paul Rolland grew up and was educated in Hungary. Having 
graduated from the Franz Liszt Academy in 1937, Rolland emigrated to the 
US where he became a founding member of the American String Teacher’s 
Association and a violin professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. It was at this university that the he developed the Illinois String 
Research Project as a response to the remedial teaching he had had to do over 
the years, with inspiration from Kato Havas, a fellow Hungarian violinist 
based in the United Kingdom and Hungarian gypsy violinist. Rolland was also 
inspired by the Alexander Technique, which is evident in his view of the 
entire body taking part in the action of playing a string instrument.28 In this 
study we will examine both Rolland’s book The Teaching of Action in String 
Playing (1974) and the series of films that were produced for the Illinois 
String Research Project. 
                                                                          
26 Jennifer Johnson, What Every Violinist Needs To Know About the Body (Chicago: GIA Publications, 
2009). 
27 Paul Rolland and Marla Mutschler, The Teaching of Action in String Playing (Urbana: Illinois 
String Research Associates, 1974); Paul Rolland et al., The teaching of actions in string playing 
(United States: RSRA, 2008) 
28 Carol Porter McCullough, “The Alexander Technique and the String Pedagogy of Paul Rolland” 
(DMA diss., Arizona State University, 1996), 15–26. 
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• Simon Fischer ‘s Basics: 300 Exercises and Practice Routines for 
the Violin (1997) presents a contemporary view on violin pedagogy.29 
Building on the legacy of violin pedagogues such as Ivan Galamian and Carl 
Flesh, Fischer creates a series of exercises based on the ideas already 
developed by these pedagogues.30 Although intended for modern violin, some 
of the bow exercises developed by Fischer work exceedingly well for 
becoming acquainted with historical bows and their characteristics for the 
modern violin student. 
  
                                                                          
29 Simon Fischer, Basics: 300 Excercises and Practice Routines for Violin (London: Edition Peters, 
1997). 
30 Alexander McLeod, “Violin Pedagogy and the Physics of the Bowed String,” ed. Cameron Walter et 
al. (DMA diss., University of Toronto 2014), 22–23. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
1. Precursors & Origins 
The violin emerged during a particularly fruitful period of Italian instrument making at 
the end of the Renaissance period. Before we can begin our discussion of tracing its 
origins, however, we must determine what exactly defines a violin. David D. Boyden and 
others who followed his pioneering work on the instrument have based their definition of 
a violin on its physical appearance. Peter Holman, however, suggests that a more useful 
approach might be of defining the instrument by its usage and how it was played.31 By 
this definition, the violin has more in common with the renaissance vielle than has 
previously been accepted.32 Another instrument that may have influenced the violin 
family was the rebec, with which it shares its tuning, while some of the structural 
developments of the viol family directly foreshadow those of the violin.33 The lira da 
braccio is also said to have influenced the shape of the violin, however, though Holman 
points out that this is unlikely since both instruments were developed simultaneously.34 
 The renaissance fiddle, a direct descendant of the earlier medieval fiddle, was 
generally shaped like an oval and could have indented sides like a guitar. It had between 
                                                                          
31 For Boyden’s discussion of the early violin, see Boyden, “The Origin and Development of the Early 
Violin,” in The History of Violin Playing, 6–30. 
32 Peter Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers: The Violin at the English Court, 1540-1690 (Oxford; 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 3–4. 
33 See Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 8-9; This has been described by John Dilworth, “The 
Violin and Bow - Origins and Development,” in Robin Stowell, ed., The Cambridge Companion to the 
Violin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 8. 
34 Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers, 4. 
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three to six strings, one of which could be a drone string that ran off the fingerboard.35 
Unfortunately, though tuning systems for the vielle are mentioned during the medieval 
period, there are no sources from the renaissance period.36 There were two different kinds 
of fiddles during the renaissance – one with a curved bridge that was used for melodic 
ensemble playing and enabled bowing on individual strings, and one with a flat bridge 
that was mainly used for drones to accompany solo singers; the second type, although 
most popular at first, began to die out in the middle of the fifteenth century.37 The vielle 
came to influence the violin in terms of its soprano register, its similar size, and some of 
its structural features: the top and bottom were joined by connecting ribs, to which a 
separate neck and fingerboard was added.38 
 A close cousin to the fiddle is the rebec, a smaller oval-shaped instrument with 
roots in the Middle East that came into existence sometime during the eleventh century.39 
The rebec had three to four strings and was generally tuned in fifths, a tuning system that 
was inherited by the violin, and played by professionals as an ensemble instrument. 40  
 The vielle was generally equipped with a flat back and front, but the method of 
building instruments with arched shapes can first be traced to some Venetian viols from 
                                                                          
35 Wendy Gillespie, “Bowed Instruments,” in Kite-Powell, ed., A Performer’s Guide to Renaissance 
Music, 146. 
36 Gillespie, “Bowed Instruments,” 146. 
37 Victor Coelho and Keith Polk, Instrumentalists and Renaissance Culture, 1420-1600: Players of 
Function and Fantasy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 252–254. 
38 Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 8. 
39 Mary Remnant, “Rebec,” Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 7, 2020, https://www-
oxfordmusiconline-
com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-
e-0000023000.  
40 See Gillespie, “Bowed Instruments,” 148, for information on tuning and Coelho and Polk, 
Instrumentalists and Renaissance Culture, 254–255. 
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the 1490s.41 The viol had come into existence in Spain by adding a bow to the vihuela da 
mano and it has been proposed that it came to Italy by Jewish musicians fleeing from 
Spain when Jews (and Arabs) were expelled in 1492.42 The viol as we know it, however, 
was developed in Italy around the court of Mantua, and it is possible that Isabella d’Este 
herself was responsible for these developments, which included having the instrument 
made in several sizes and with arched bridges.43 The round bridges added extra pressure 
on the top block which necessitated an arched shape with a supportive spine underneath, 
a spine that later developed to the bass bar of the violin.44  
 Ultimately, the violin was a natural development from the earlier vielle with 
which it shared more qualities than has previously been accepted, including manner of 
playing, register, and many structural features. Additionally, it seems to have shared its 
tuning with the rebec and was developed around the same time as the viol which 
foreshadowed some of its structural developments such as the arched shape and the 
rounded bridge.  
 
2. Sources 
The principal sources documenting the early violin’s development include archival 
material and treatises, surviving instruments, and iconography. Although we do not have 
any surviving instruments from before 1550, some of the earliest depictions of violin-like 
                                                                          
41 Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow - Origins and Development,” 8. 
42 Ian Woodfield, "The Early History of the Viol," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association 103 
(1976): 143.  
43 Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers, 15. 
44 Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow - Origins and Development,” 8. 
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instruments come from late fifteenth- or early sixteenth century frescoes in Ferrara. For 
example, in the Palazzo of Ludovico il Moro there is a fresco by the school of Garofalo, 
painted around 1505–1508.45 These were made well before the famous paintings by 
Gaudenzio Ferrari, whose 1535 fresco in Santa Maria dei Miracoli at Saronno is the first 
fresco to depict the complete violin family.46 
 Documentary evidence appears somewhat later, with the earliest discussion 
appearing from Ferrara around 1511 suggesting the existence of a violin consort.47 These 
records, however, introduce confusing terminology. Beginning in the 1520s, the term 
“violin” refers unequivocally to a violin, whereas terms such as lira, violetta, and 
rebecchino may indicate violins on ocasion.48 In France, however, a clear distinction was 
made early on, as the word violon seems to have been used exclusively to indicate 
violins, beginning in 1523 with a payment record from the general treasurer of Savoy.49  
 The final piece of evidence of the violin’s early development comes from 
surviving instruments, which, however, must be taken with caution as there is evidence 
that many surviving “early” instruments are in fact modern ones that have been 
backdated.50 The earlier assumption that instruments of more “primitive” character stem 
                                                                          
45 Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow - Origins and Development,” 8. 
46 The frescoes by Ferrari were thought by Boyden to be the first depiction of violin instruments on 
which he based his assumption of the violin coming into being in the 1520’s, an assumption that has 
later proved to be false. See Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 7–8. 
47 See Peter Holman’s section on “History and Repertory to 1600 – Antecedents and Origins” in 
David D. Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music Online, 2001, accessed March 8, 2020, https://www-
oxfordmusiconline-
com.ezproxy.bu.edu/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-
e-0000041161. 
48 Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 29. 
49 Ibid., 21. 
50 See Karel Moens’ section “Authenticity and Surviving Instruments” under “History and Repertory 
to 1600” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music Online, and also her article “Problems of 
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from the first half of the sixteenth century whereas instruments that conform more to the 
modern violin standards stem from the second half of the century must therefore be 
questioned. Instead, it seems likely that a smaller number of surviving instruments were 
made during this time that share characteristics with regional folk instruments such as the 
Norwegian Hardanger fiddle, the Swedish nyckelharpa, the Sorbian Klarfidel, the Polish 
mazanki, and North & South American eighteenth- and nineteenth century instruments.51 
 
3. Early Development 
 The first instrument to be made into a family of several sizes was, as previously 
mentioned, the viol, and may have been at the initiative of Isabella d’Este of Mantua.52 
One theory is that the construction of an instrument into several sizes was connected to 
the development of polyphony around this time, as instrumental music went from 
improvising on chanson tenors to notated performance of chansons for three to four 
instruments at the end of the fifteenth century.53 This theory is supported by the fact that 
textures of imitative counterpoint replaced the earlier tradition of adding voices to a tenor 
melody around the same time that the first viols began to appear in the 1480s.54 The 
chansons seem to first have been performed by wind instruments, but as these were 
considered “un-noble” in humanist circles, which had great influence at the court of 
Mantua, the more refined viols were used to replace them.55 In a similar manner, the 
                                                                          
Authenticity of Sixteenth-Century Stringed Instruments,” CIMCIM Newsletter, 14 (1989): 41–9. 
51 Moens, “Authenticity and Surviving Instruments” ” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music Online. 
52 Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers, 15. 
53 Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers, 11. 
54 Coelho and Polk, Instrumentalists and Renaissance Culture, 208–209. 
55 Coelho and Polk, Instrumentalists and Renaissance Culture, 14. 
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violin family seems to have been created to occasionally replace winds for accompanying 
dancing at the courts in Mantua and Ferrara. It is therefore no coincidence that they came 
into existence at the same time that new dance genres like the pavan, saltarello, and 
galliard were beginning to appear, which replaced the earlier basse dance.56 
Another reason for creating families of instruments came from the new demand of 
noble and wealthy amateurs that required instruments suitable to their size and abilities – 
the viol became a perfect such instrument with its beginner friendly frets.57 
 The earliest violins were three-stringed instruments tuned in fifths, like the earlier 
rebecs (that were still in use). If we examine the few surviving instruments from the 
sixteenth century and folk instruments that were developed at this time, we find that their 
features consisted of strongly curved front and back pieces, a flat pegbox back and a 
scroll that was separated from the pegbox. They did not yet have a bass-bar but instead 
the top had been thickened along its spine, their necks were attached to the body rather 
than the top block and both corners of the ribs as well as the top and bottom blocks were 
richly embellished.58 By the time of Jambe de Fer’s treatise in 1556, a fourth string tuned 
to E had been added, and the famous schools of violin making had become already fully 
active in Cremona, Brescia, and Venice.59 Andrea Amati (1505–77), the first of the Amati 
dynasty based in Cremona, established a pattern for violin making that later became 
                                                                          
56 See Holman’s article “History and repertory to 1600: Antecedents and Origins,” in Boyden et al., 
“Violin,” Grove Music Online. 
57 Coelho and Polk, Instrumentalists and Renaissance Culture, 228. 
58 Moens, “Authenticity and surviving instruments” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music Online. 
59 See Philbert Jambe de Fer, Epitome Musical (Lyon, 1556), 61-62 for strings and tuning, and 
Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow,” 11–18 for information on luthiers at this time.  
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standard.60 
 
4. Early Usage and Spread 
 The violin spread quickly around the Italian peninsula during the first half of the 
sixteenth century, where, according to Jambe de Fer, it was played only by professionals, 
usually families who toured as violin consorts to their patrons.61 Soon it also began to 
spread outside of Italy with evidence of it being known in France by 1520, in England by 
the 1540s and in Germany by the 1550s.62 
 As mentioned above, the earliest violins were used to accompany dancing. 
Beyond dance music, however, violins began to be used also in church sometime after 
1530 in Brescia, becoming a common occurrence from the 1560s.63 There is evidence that 
instrumentalists who performed in church both improvised and used written music, and 
that the tradition of canzona writing was especially strong in this region. John Hill has 
suggested that the virtuosic tradition of violin playing was begun in this period rather 
than later in the seventeenth century, based on both the high level of instrument making 
that was established already by the mid 1500s, and the advanced technique and idiomatic 
repertoire that the very first seventeenth century violin sonatas required.64 Few 
                                                                          
60 Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow,” 10. 
61 Jambe de Fer, Epitome Musical, 62–63. 
62 See Peter Holman’s section on “Dissemination” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music Online. 
63 Holman,” History and repertory until 1600: Usage.” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music 
Online. 
64 See John Walter Hill’s article “The Emergence of Violin Playing into the Sphere of Art Music in 
Italy: Compagnie di Suonatori in Brescia during the Sixteenth Century,” Musica Franca: Essays in 
Honor of Frank D'Accone, ed. Irene Alm, Alyson McLamore, and Colleen Reardon (Stuyvesant, NY: 
Pendragon Press, 1996), 343–44. 
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instrumental parts were specified at this time, however, and Giovanni Gabrieli was the 
first to specify a viola part in his composition Sacrae Symphoniae from 1597. This was, 
however, an exception: most composers of the time generally left instrumental parts 
unspecified, and we have to wait until 1615 for a violin part to be specified in his 
Canzoni et sonate.65  
 There are a few other sources documenting the use of violins during the sixteenth 
century that are important to mention. These include records of violins being used during 
the Florentine court intermedi — musical performances that occurred between the acts of 
a play — and for special occasions such as weddings. When violins performed during 
these occasions they were generally part of a larger mixed instrumental ensemble, a trend 
that was becoming increasingly popular, particularly in England, where such ensembles 
were known as a broken consort.66  
 
5. Usage after 1600 
The use of both violin consorts and mixed instrumental ensembles continued in the 
seventeenth century and eventually led to the establishment of an orchestral culture, a 
gradual development that took place over the course of the 17th and 18th centuries where 
the instrumental parts went from improvised to written down and the number of 
instruments expanded.67 The violin consort remained popular in England until the time of 
                                                                          
65 Holman,” History and repertory until 1600: Usage.” in Boyden et al., “Violin,” Grove Music 
Online. 
66 Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers, 30–31. 
67 For more on the establishment of the orchestra see John Spitzer and Neal Zaslaw, The Birth of the 
Orchestra: History of an Institution, 1650-1815 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1–36.  
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Purcell as an ensemble of 22–30 players, whereas in France it was maintained at the 
French court into the eighteenth century as an ensemble of 24 players, known as the Les 
Vingt-quatre Violons du Roi (“The 24 Violins of the King”).68 The French Violin consort 
performed five-part dance music divided into one violin section, three viola sections, and 
one “bass-violin,” or cello, section. It wasn’t until the time of Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-
1687) that wind instruments began to be incorporated into this ensemble.69 
 Though Italy was well ahead of other nations in the development of a solo violin 
repertoire, there were no orchestral consort activities until Bologna in the late 1650s, with 
the instrumental writing for strings and trumpet by composer Maurizio Cazzati (1616-
1678), and later in Rome where Arcangelo Corelli formalized the concerto grosso genre 
and directed larger instrumental ensembles.70 While the primary responsibility of violin 
instruments abroad continued to be as a member of either a violin consort or a mixed 
ensemble, a solo repertoire for the instrument began to flourish in Italy in the seventeenth 
century. Monteverdi was one of the first to realize the versatile potential of the 
instrument; he used several innovative techniques in his Combattimento di Tancredi e 
Clorinda (1624), that continued to be explored in the violin sonata repertoire by 
composers such as Biagio Marini (1594-1663), Giovanni Battista Fontana (1589-1630), 
Dario Castello (c.1590–c.1658) and Giovanni Legrenzi (1626-1690). This virtuoso 
tradition was continued by the southern German and Austrian composers Johann 
                                                                          
68 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 30. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Though there were occurrences of large instrumental ensembles before this time, notably for the 
operas of Peri and Monteverdi, these ensembles were not orchestras in the modern meaning of the 
word; see Spitzer and Zaslaw, The Birth of the Orchestra, 7–11. See also the chapter “Corelli’s 
Orchestra,” 105–36. 
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Heinrich Schmelzer (c.1620–1680), Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber (1644–1704) and 
Johann Jakob Walther (c.1650–1717) in the late seventeenth century.71 
 
6. The Structural Development of the Violin in the Seventeenth Century 
The rapid development of the violin as a solo instrument in the seventeenth century 
pushed luthiers to meet the demands of the new virtuosic repertoire by making the violin 
more comfortable to use. Just as today, early seventeenth-century violins were already 
around 35.5 centimeters long, but the length and arching of the body had not yet been 
standardized.72 Nicolò Amati (1596–1684), the last member of the Amati dynasty active 
in Cremona, and Austrian maker Jacob Stainer (1617–83) experimented with the arching 
of the instrument, and their experiments resulted in highly arched instruments with a fine, 
silvery tone.73 It was Cremonese maker Antonio Stradivari’s (c.1644–9 to 1737) flatter 
and bolder model, however, that came to survive until the present day, as the earlier 
intimate sound of the Amati and Stainer instruments were sacrificed for an instrument 
with a greater projection of sound.74 
 Aside from the length and arching not yet being standardized, the neck was also 
thicker and set at a straight angle from the body. The fingerboard was about 5–10mm 
shorter than modern standards but began to lengthen as composers and virtuoso violinists 
explored higher positions. In addition, the bridge became shorter with a flatter curve, the 
                                                                          
71 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 10–13. 
72 Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 110. 
73 Stowell, “Equipment,” in The Early Violin and Viola, 30–33. 
74 Peter Walls, “Mozart and the Violin,” Early Music 20 (1992), 13. 
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bass-bar was shorter and lighter, and the sound post thinner in diameter.75 All strings were 
made from gut, but it is difficult to know how they were produced as no strings have 
survived from this time.76 It has been proposed that it was possible to avoid what must 
have been a very thick G string on the violin by loading it with metal; it is in any case 
certain that silver-wound G strings were not introduced until the end of the century and 
that plain gut strings survived well into the twentieth century.77 
 
7. Gradual Modifications to the Violin ca. 1760-1830  
Following a period of relatively few major developments, the violin entered a transitional 
phase between the latter part of the 1700s and the first decades of the nineteenth century. 
These adjustments were driven by new, demanding repertoire that required more facility 
in moving around the instrument, leading to both the narrowing and lengthening of the 
neck and a prolongation of the fingerboard.78 Shifting sound ideals toward soloistic 
playing in large concert halls that required more projection also led luthiers to experiment 
with how to make the violin produce more sound.79 These experiments resulted not only 
in the use of the flatter Stradivari models but also in the angling of the neck, which put 
more tension on the instrument and made necessary to join the neck into the top-block 
                                                                          
75 See Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 110, and John Dilworth, “The violin and bow – origins 
and development” in Stowell, The Cambridge Companion to the Violin, 21. 
76 Tarling, Baroque String Playing, 244. 
77 For gut string production methods and the role of metal, see Mimmo Peruffo, “The Mystery of Gut 
Bass Strings in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries: The Role of Loaded-Weighted Gut,” 
Recercare 5 (1993), 115–51. 
78 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 33. 
79 Walls, “Mozart and the Violin,” 13. 
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and to strengthen the bass bar. Additionally, the sound post was thickened.80  
 These adjustments occurred gradually, however, and the first evidence of the new 
style of necks being refitted on older instruments comes from Paris in the 1790s.81 During 
the early Classical period many of the old preferences for both instrument (and bow, as 
we shall see below) persisted — Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, for example, owned a 
Stainer instrument with its older, more intimate body of sound.82 
 
8. The Bow and its Development  
There are no surviving bows from the violin family’s earliest period, but visual sources 
suggest that the earliest bows came from the same precursors from which the instrument 
itself developed, namely the rebec and the fiddle. These bows were strongly convex and 
resembled hunting bows with their hair attached to both ends. This method of attaching 
hair was only possible, however, if there was a substantial enough curve of the stick, and 
as the curve was gradually made less pronounced during the sixteenth century, the head 
and nut became necessary. The fixed tension of the early bows was in use throughout the 
seventeenth century, whereas the bow stick continued to straighten its curve so much that 
some bows were almost straight. A way to control tension came with the development of 
the “clip-in” frog towards the end of the century, which allowed the hair to be released by 
removing the nut when the bow was not in use.83 With the development of distinct 
                                                                          
80 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 33. 
81 Walls, “Mozart and the Violin,” 13. 
82 Ibid., 8-9. 
83 For information on the early bow, see Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 38–39; and Boyden, The 
History of Violin Playing, 45–46. 
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national styles around the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, bows of 
diverse quality were produced according to their intended usage. In France, short bows of 
35.5 centimeters were used to accompany dancing, whereas the Italians preferred longer 
sonata bows of around 48 centimeters that were more suitable to the cantabile Italian 
sonata style. The Germans, on the other hand, tended to prefer more convex and sturdier 
bows that were particularly well suited to the German polyphonic writing of the time.84 
 The developments of the seventeenth century continued into the 1800s as the bow 
continued to lengthen and straighten, some bows already approaching concave shape. As 
the bow was straightening, the old “pike’s head” could no longer sufficiently separate the 
hair from the stick and a more substantial head became necessary — see the Tartini bow 
model of ca. 1730 that replaced the earlier “Corelli” model of ca. 1700. Around the same 
time, the tension screw started to become more common. These bows have been named 
after the famous violinists who used them since they were generally not stamped by their 
maker; it is, however, important to remember that this occurred well into posterity.85 
 The transitional bows of concave shape that began to be more common towards 
the middle of the eighteenth century have generally been named “Cramer bows” after the 
violinist Wilhelm Cramer (1745-99), first active in Mannheim and later in London after 
1772. The shape of head for these bows varied, however, and it is doubtful that it was 
only one model. It is in any case clear that these bows were used mostly in Mannheim, 
where they became particularly desirable for the new school of orchestral composition 
                                                                          
84 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 39. 
85 David D. Boyden, “The Violin Bow in the 18th Century,” Early Music 8 (1980), 200. 
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that occurred there, driven by composers such as Johann Stamitz (1717–1757), and their 
increased demand for contrasting dynamics.86 Outside of Mannheim, it seems likely that 
the old style “pike’s head” bows persisted past 1750: Leopold Mozart, for example, was 
always pictured with these kinds of bows, and this must also be the type of bow the 
young Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart would have used.87 
 The final development of the bow occurred with the “Tourte” bow that was 
perfected by François Tourte around 1785. Though it seems unlikely that Tourte was 
solely responsible for all of the new developments, he was the one who most successfully 
incorporated them along with superior craftsmanship.88 These developments included 
standardizing the length of around 75 centimeters, the concave shape (made by heating 
the stick instead of cutting it into shape), and the use of Pernambuco wood. The heavier 
head was balanced by metal inlays in the nut, the ribbon of hair was widened and its 
fastening at the nut was concealed by a ferrule.89 
 Though the Tourte bow became increasingly popular and was in demand by some 
of the most famous violinists at the time (Giovanni Battista Viotti being a notable 
example), the old “pre-Tourte” bows continued to be in use well into the nineteenth 
century. Francesco Galeazzi, for example, seems to be advocating for some kind of 
transitional bow in his Elementi Teorico-Practici di Musica, con un Saggio Sopra L’arte 
                                                                          
86 Peter Walls is of the opinion that the Cramer bow was used specifically by violinist Ignaz Fränzl - 
see the illustration from Woldemar's edition of Leopold Mozart's Violinschule. This bowhead looks 
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87 See Walls’s interesting article on the equipment used by Leopold and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart in 
“Mozart and the Violin.” 
88 Dilworth, “The Violin and Bow - Origins and Development,” 26. 
89 Boyden, The History of Violin Playing, 327–28. 
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di Suonare Il Violiono, Etc. (Rome, 1791). 90 It would therefore be wrong to assume that 
any repertoire written post-1785 must be performed with a Tourte bow. As with any new 
development, it took a long time for the Tourte bow to become universally adopted.  
 
9. Conclusion and Summary 
Though the repertoire and use of the violin has gone through a huge transition since its 
early days, the versatile nature of the instrument has resulted in one foot remaining in the 
rusticity of traditional music, with the other in the highest level of Western art music. Its 
place at the forefront of the Western art music development began to be established by 
the sonata repertoire of the seventeenth century after the Italians were the first to realize 
the potential of the instrument, and has continued ever since. 
 Though the instrument itself has not changed much since the seventeenth century, 
the violin bow has undergone considerable change that reflects the shifting musical trends 
and tastes of articulation. It is important to note, however, that the development occurred 
as a consequence of the instrument being forced to meet the new demands of repertoire, 
rather than the repertoire developing because of the instrument. 91 
 Finally, we must ask ourselves why it is important to use period instruments when 
performing period repertoire. What can the instruments themselves teach us about 
performance practice? As we have seen in this chapter, the inherent characteristics of the 
instrument and bow reveal many of the musical ideals of their time which makes our task 
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91 Boyden, for example, notes that the instrument was more capable than the demands compositions 
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of recreating performance practice a little easier. The thickness of the neck and the 
absence of chin- and shoulder-rests lead us to exclude certain techniques and to include 
others that are more convenient. And while experimenting with these techniques we 
might discover that new aspects of the music begin to surface. The shape of the bows 
help us discover preferences of articulation, while the surviving instruments themselves 
hint at changing sound ideals, from the thinner silvery sound of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries to the projection of nineteenth century instruments. It is only by 
making ourselves fully acquainted with the instrument’s characteristics that we can begin 
to approach the performance practice of earlier times.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LEFT-HAND TECHNIQUE 
 
1. Introduction to Left-hand technique and the Importance of Ergonomics 
Playing the violin involves the use of an asymmetrical playing position, requiring 
particular care regarding both the placement of the instrument and its technique in order 
to avoid injuries. Proper violin playing, whether on historical or modern instruments, can 
only be accomplished on the basis of a free and balanced stance, and a positioning of the 
violin and bow in which all parts of the body are free to move. In this chapter, we will 
examine left-hand technique as it is discussed in historical treatises within the context of 
a contemporary knowledge of ergonomics. 
In particular, I discuss in this chapter some ideas of Alexander Technique (and its 
offspring, Body Mapping), since among historical players there is often an emphasis on 
following historical sources though without sufficient consideration of how the body 
works. The Alexander Technique was developed in the early 1900s by Frederick 
Matthias Alexander, an actor who experienced voice loss during performances. The 
Alexander Technique is used in this study as a way to guide the student in a direction that 
is “informed but aware,” that is, informed by historical techniques from treatises and 
other sources, but also aware of what is healthy movement and violin technique.  
 Alexander Technique teaches us how we can use ourselves more efficiently, for 
example in learning how to be more balanced so that the muscles do not have to 
compensate for the job that the spine (and to some extent, other bones) should be doing.92 
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What Alexander also discovered, however, is how difficult it is to retrain movement in a 
healthy direction, as old habits “feel right” whereas new “feel wrong.”93 Alexander 
Technique therefore teaches us a “procedure,” that is, certain steps to gain “a new 
experience of use,” as follows: 1. A new stimulus is given and the usual reaction is 
stopped, or, inhibited, in Alexander’s words; 2. the new directions are given (this is 
usually done with a teacher guiding the student with his hands.)94 Following these steps is 
especially useful when taking up the historical violin, as the new instrument will 
encourage the student to reconsider her habitual way of playing. The different instrument 
and bow, the way that they are held, and how the instrument is approached technically 
are all areas that will change by necessity and provide the student an opportunity to 
consider them in a more conscious manner.  
 
2. Stance and Holding of the Instrument  
2.1 How to Stand and Carry the Body 
Although it is an important aspect of playing, the issue of standing is rarely discussed in 
treatises, and it is difficult to glean any reliable information on the topic from 
iconography. Georg Falck (1688) is the earliest author to mention stance, recommending 
to “hold both arms not against the body, but free from the body, in order to be able to 
move them easily and to move them above and below each other.”95 Later sources such as 
                                                                          
93 Alexander, The Use of the Self, 32. 
94 Ibid., 60. 
95 Ralph McDowell Taylor Jr, “Georg Falck’s ‘Idea Boni Cantoris…’: Translation and Commentary" 
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Leopold Mozart’s Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule (1656) and Jean-Baptiste 
Labadens’s Nouvelle Méthode (1772) are often accompanied by pictures.96 These sources 
usually recommend a “relaxed and natural stance” with the body weight supported by the 
left foot. 97 A relaxed and balance stance can only be achieved, however, if the body is 
balanced and putting the weight on only the left foot is therefore an inefficient use of the 
human body. As the twentieth century violin pedagogue Paul Rolland writes: 
Balanced objects can be moved with minimum effort. Even a small child can 
easily move heavy objects which are balanced… When the body and the arms 
are brought into a balanced relationship, they will function more efficiently. 
The same is true when the body and its parts are brought into a balanced 
relationship with tools or instruments. Throwing a ball, swinging a golf club, or 
playing a string instrument can be done more skillfully and efficiently when 
there is internal balance within parts of the body and external balance between 
the body, its parts, and the instruments played or handled.98  
 
Rolland also compared the body to a hanging mobile, where one part’s movement affects 
all others, which aligns well with Alexander’s idea that the human organism is a unity and 
any change to one part will affect the whole organism:99 That is, the action of holding the 
violin, along with the movements necessary for playing the instrument, will naturally 
impact the balance of the body and the stance will therefore need to be dynamic and not 
held in a static and rigid manner. 
Balance in the body is also impacted by the choice of violin hold. Holding an 
                                                                          
96 Jean-Baptiste Labadens’s Nouvelle Méthode (Paris, 1772). 
97 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 236. 
98 Rolland and Mutschler, The Teaching of Action in String Playing, 32. 
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early instrument by the shoulder without constant chin support is a more balanced 
posture, since other parts of the body take on the support of the instrument, as opposed to 
a modern hold where the head is rested on the chin rest and thus takes on almost all of the 
support. A lower hold against the breast, on the other hand, will generally lead to a lower 
and freer right arm.100 Let us, however, first look at the history of violin holds before 
examining the practicalities of how it can be achieved.  
 
2.2 Holding the Violin 
Since the beginning of violin playing, the manner of holding the instrument has 
changed as the demands of music have increased. At first, the violin was used mostly to 
accompany dancing (see the previous chapter) where the simple demands of the music 
made it perfectly comfortable to hold the violin against the breast and support it in the 
hand. In this position, chin support is difficult, if not impossible. In France, where the 
violin continued to be used to accompany dancing, it was probably held in this position 
for some time.101 In Italy (and perhaps elsewhere), the violin’s early social acceptance 
may have led to a desire for it to look aesthetically pleasing, and is one of the reasons for 
why a low hold seems to have been in use also there (see for example Figure 1). North of 
the Alps, however, the violin was generally used as a consort instrument and may have 
been held higher. 102 It is tempting to look at iconography to confirm these suspicions, but 
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we cannot rely completely on visual sources as the artist may not have used a 
professional musician as a model, or painted them accurately. What is clear in the 
development of the violin hold, however, is that among professionals it moved gradually 
from breast to collarbone over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.103 
 
Figure 1. Orazio Gentileschi “Young Woman Playing a Violin,” ca. 1612. 
 
Historical violin holds can be divided into two main categories: low in the area of the 
collarbone (see Figure 2 for an example by Dutch painter Gerard van Honthorst from 
1626), or higher in the area of the shoulder, against the neck (see Figure 3). Among these 
two main holds are the subcategories of chin support, namely 1) no support, 2) some 
support (chin on the right side of/on tailpiece), and 3) constant chin support on the left 
side of tailpiece (e.g., l’Abbé le fils).104  
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Figure 2. Gerard van Honthorst “The Violin Player,” 1626. 
 
 
Many early sources mention that the violin is held against the breast, but to 
understand this precisely we must clarify the anatomical definition of the breast at this 
time. From Johann Heinrich Zedler’s Universal Lexicon of 1733, we gather that the 
“breast” extended from the upper part of the breast to a little under the collarbone.105 
From this definition the violin could not have been held too low.  
                                                                          
105 Ibid., 240. 
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Figure 3. Cover of Michel Corrette's L’École d’Orphée, 1738. 
 
The most reliable information is to be found in the written treatises, although we 
again have to consider the audience they are aimed at, amateurs or professionals. We will 
now examine excerpts from the treatises in chronological order to see how the advice to 
hold the violin shifted over time, and we will afterwards experiment with how we can put 
their suggestions into practice in an ergonomical way. 
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In 1556 the French composer and writer Jambe de Fer, who gives us the first 
detailed information about violin technique, writes that scarfs and cords may be 
used to support the violin:106 
The Italians call this instrument the violone, or violon da braccio because it is 
supported by the arm, although some people use scarfs, cords and other things 
to aid in holding them.107 
 
In 1674 the music publisher John Playford wrote several introductions to 
different instruments even though he was not a violinist himself. His description of 
the violin hold is very basic and quite typical of its time:  
The violin is usually plaid above-hand, the Neck thereof being held by the left 
hand; the lower part thereof is rested on the left breast, a little below the 
shoulder. 
Secondly, for the posture of your left hand, place your thumb on the back of the 
neck, opposite to your Forefinger, so will your Fingers have the more liberty to 
move up and down in several Stops.108 
 
1677. The first to mention constant chin support is Johann Jacob Prinner, 
who himself worked at the Viennese court, was friends with Johann Heinrich 
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Schmelzer, and moved in the same circles as Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber.109 
If you want to play the violin properly you must hold it under your chin with 
the left arm held hollow like an arch and put the neck up by the pegs in your 
hand bent hollow and hold the violin so firmly with your chin that there’s no 
reason to hold it with the left hand otherwise it would be impossible to play 
quick passages which go high and then low or to play in tune like that unless 
one were to hold the violin with the right hand so that it shouldn’t fall down. 
Nevertheless I have known virtuosi of repute who irrespective of this put the 
violin only against the chest, thinking it looks nice and decorative because they 
have taken it from a painting where an angel is playing to St Francis and found 
it more picturesque: but they should have known that the painter was perhaps 
more artful with his paintbrush than he would have been with the violin bow.110 
 
In 1688, Georg Falck, an organist and cantor in central Germany 
(Rothenburg) wrote his Idea bon cantoris to teach the local school children at the 
Gymnasium the practicalities of music making. Included is also a section on how to 
play the violin. Like Playford, he contents himself with noting the violin should be 
rested against the left breast:111 
The violin is to be held between the left thumb and the ball of the first finger, 
however, not too tightly, so that it is possible to shift in case of a high note, and 
then back. The instrument is to be placed against the left breast so that it will 
tilt toward the right side. Both arms are to be kept away from the body to allow 
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freedom of movement.112 
 
Roger North (1690) was an amateur musician and commented on the 
contemporary music scene. Among his descriptions is one of the famous Italian 
violinist Nicola Matteis who arrived in England in the 1670s.113 North writes of 
Matteis:114 
He [Nicola Matteis] was a very tall and large bodied man… rested his 
instrument against his short ribs. 
 
And, a little later: 
He was a very robust and tall man, and having long arms, held his instrument 
almost against his girdle.115 
 
It is unclear where he meant by the “short ribs,” but it does indeed sound 
like the violin was held very low. 
John Lenton, who was a violinist himself, worked at the British court and 
was personally acquainted and had played with Purcell. In 1693 he wrote the first 
known method book for violin, where he advised strongly against supporting the 
instrument with the chin: 
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… I would have them suit their instrument to their size, that they may better 
command it; and as I would have none get a habit of holding an Instrument 
under the Chin, so I would have them avoid placing it as low as the Girdle, 
which is a mongrel sort of way us'd by some in imitation of the Italians, never 
considering the Nature of the Musick they are to perform; but certainly for 
English Compositions, which generally carry a gay lively Air with them, the 
best way of commanding the Instrument will be to place it something higher 
than your Breast …116 
 
Sébastien de Brossard (1710-15) was active as a priest, composer, and 
theorist and held various positions as music director in Strasbourg and later in 
Meaux. This excerpt is particularly important as one of the earliest French sources 
on violin playing, though with only little discussion of holding the instrument.117  
For this, one must first notice that the lower broad end of the violin with 
tailpiece button and tailpiece is turned against the stomach or the left shoulder. 
In the following we will call the side of the violin with the E-string the right 
side and the side of the G-string the left one …. For a good violin posture you 
take the part of the neck which is nearest to the pegs and the nut, the saddle, 
between the thumb and the index finger, but without pressing the neck too 
much and without the lower parts of the hand touching neither the E nor the G 
side.118 
 
In 1711, Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, a French composer, theorist, and a 
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skilled double bass player, wrote the first violin method in France. To hold the 
violin underneath the chin as he recommended would certainly have made it 
possible to support the instrument occasionally with the chin:119 
The neck of the violin to be placed between the thumb and the adjoining finger. 
The fingerboard should be grasped loosely to avoid stiffening the fingers and 
the wrist. To hold the violin securely, the tail-piece is placed against the neck 
just under the left cheek. The elbow should be held directly under the violin. 
The fingers are to be curved so that the tips, not the nails, are placed on the 
strings. The left wrist is to be bent. 
 
In 1738, the French organist, teacher, and composer Michel Corrette wrote 
methods for a range of instruments. In his violin method, which distinguishes 
between the Italian and French style, he proposed securing the instrument with the 
chin at least while shifting (see Figure 3, above, from the title page of his 
method).120 
Take the fingerboard of the violin in the left hand and hold it with the thumb 
and the first finger without gripping with the hand, rounding the first, second, 
third finger and holding the little one stretched out. It is necessary to put the 
chin on the violin when one changes position which gives complete freedom to 
the left hand mainly when returning to first position. 
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Francesco Geminiani (1750) is one of the last authors to suggest a “chin off” 
hold, but he does so with all the authority of a violin virtuoso behind him. Having 
spent his first years in Italy, where he was close with Corelli (whose student he 
might have been at some point), he spent most of his performing life on the British 
Isles with occasional visits to Paris to have his music printed and published.121 
The violin must be rested just below the collarbone, turning the right-hand side 
of the violin a little downwards, so that there may be no necessity of raising the 
bow very high, when the fourth string is to be struck.  
Observe also, that the head of the violin must be nearly horizontal with that part 
which rests against the breast, that the hand may be shifted with facility and 
without any danger of dropping the instrument.122 
 
Joseph de Herrando was a Spanish violinist and composer who wrote an 
interesting and quite substantial violin treatise in 1756. Herrando also proposed 
securing the instrument with the chin:  
El Cordal ha de venir bajo de la barba, asegurándole con ella, echada la vista un 
poco a la mano derecha…123 
The tailpiece must be placed below the chin, supporting it [the tailpiece] with it, 
looking a little bit towards the right hand. 
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In 1756, Leopold Mozart describes two principal ways of holding the violin: 
The first manner of holding the violin has about it an air of ease and great 
relaxation (Figure 4). The violin is held naturally at an angle from the 
collarbone and in such an upright position so that the bowing is more vertical 
than horizontal. This, undoubtedly pleasing from the point of view of the 
spectator, is nonetheless quite difficult and awkward for the player: when he 
has to move his hand quickly up the fingerboard, the violin has no support and 
must therefore slip from his grip, unless he has succeeded, as a result of long 
practice, in learning to hold it between his thumb and index finger. 
The second is a comfortable method (Figure 5). The violin is held to the neck, 
in such a way that it rests to some degree on the front part of the shoulder, and 
that side with the E or highest string on it comes under the chin, which gives 
the violin consistent stability, even during the strongest up and down movement 
of the left hand. One must however check the pupils right arm all the time, so 
that his elbow is not lifted too high when directing the bow, but always kept 
rather close to the body. Note this mistake in the illustration. It is a habit easily 
acquired, but difficult to break.124 
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Figure 4. Leopold Mozart's relaxed manner of holding the violin. 
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Figure 5. Leopold Mozart’s “comfortable” way of holding the violin. 
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Finally, in 1761, L’Abbé le fils wrote the following about holding the violin: 
The violin should be placed on the collar bone, placing the chin on the side of 
the fourth string, it is necessary to lower the side of the top string a bit. The 
hand should be at a similar height to the collar. The neck should be held 
without gripping between the thumb and the 1st joint of the index finger, the 
part of the neck found on this side of the thumb must be put on the plump 
prominence of the 1st joint. One must observe the position of the thumb with 
regard to the open bottom string.125 
 
2.3 Experimenting with Historical Violin Holds. 
Let us now look at how these holds might be put into practice according to several 
factors. First, there are historical factors of the repertoire to be played, such as 
considering the performance practice of the composer’s period. But there are also the 
physical factors of the player to consider, such as physical dimensions of the original 
players – whether they had a long or short neck, the length of their arms, or even the 
clothing or livery they wore while performing. Thereafter, one must examine what is 
suggested by the music itself: if it is necessary to shift to a higher position, is the position 
change contained within one phrase and is there an opportunity to shift during an open 
string or a rest? This would make it easier to support the violin without steadying it with 
the chin. Music from the seventeenth century tends to stay in first position. Even in 
virtuoso music by composers such as Biber and Schmelzer that extend far beyond first 
position it is generally possible to play without steadying the violin with the chin, as there 
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are shifting opportunities such as those described above. On the other hand, it is clear 
from Prinner’s remark that the practice of holding the violin under the chin was in place 
already in the latter part of the seventeenth century, and if iconography from this period 
can be trusted, it was common to hold the violin up on the shoulder also in the 
seventeenth century (see Figures 1 and 2 above). 
It has been pointed out by several musicologists that if the violin was held up by 
the shoulder, it is likely that the chin would have steadied the violin at times, given its 
close proximity.126 When holding the violin by the shoulder, however, it is important to 
note that up until around the time of L’Abbé le fils’s treatise the chin would have been on 
the right side (or possibly on) the tailpiece.127 This gives more stability to the instrument 
when the head isn’t used to stabilize the instrument. The more horizontal plane that 
Geminani describes also helps in securing the instrument.  
Most modern players use a shoulder rest, which, in some cases, due to its 
inflexibility, leads to the player imagining the collarbone as being an immobile area, 
often resulting in stiffness and pain for the player. This may be because the shoulder rest 
has been placed on muscle rather than on bone, diminishing the freedom of the arm. It 
may then be helpful to try playing with a small sponge, or no support at all, in order to try 
and recover the flexibility of the area, as well as to make sure that the sponge is resting 
on the collarbone rather than on surrounding muscle.128 
Additionally, if as a modern player one is used to clamp down the chin rest with 
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the head taking the entire support of the violin, it may still be hard to support the 
instrument in a historical way. Here, it may be helpful to realize that there are other 
places of support in the body. Many modern pedagogues rely solely on this one place of 
support, or at the most described as divided between the left hand and the head.129 The 
Body Mapping teacher Jennifer Johnson has described how the violin has as many as five 
places of support in the body — besides the familiar collarbone and the head there is the 
left hand, the side of the neck and the bow. To allow the neck to come into a supportive 
function it is helpful to elevate the scroll a little with the left hand so that gravity will help 
nestle it against the neck.130 The bow, on the other hand, helps stabilize the violin from 
above; to experiment with this support the player can hold the violin in the air away from 
the collarbone in normal playing position with the left hand. Let the bow grab hold of the 
string and then discover how the violin can be moved around by help of the bow; put the 
violin back on the collarbone and repeat the same exercise there. 
When putting the violin into place, it may also be helpful to bring it in from 
above. This helps the arm structure to find a neutral state in both directions, lateral and 
vertical.131 
 
                                                                          
129 See Rolland’s bridge principle in Rolland and Mutschler, The Teaching of Action in String Playing, 
71. 
130 Johnson, What Every Violinist Needs To Know About the Body, 155–156. 
131 Ibid., 90. 
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3. Hand and Finger Position  
Early writers generally don’t comment on the specifics of left-hand technique beyond 
violin hold, but some ideas can be gained from the hold since the hold influences both the 
hand positions and which part of the hand touches the neck. This, in turn, influences the 
angle of the fingers and how they move.132  
As mentioned above, the violin would have been supported more in the palm of 
the hand during the seventeenth century. This is not unusual, as it is a human instinct to 
want to hold objects in the palm and to feel with the insides of the fingers rather than the 
fingertips.133 However, as this limits the mobility of the fingers, the hand position began 
to change as the demands of the music increased. The most influential hand position was 
developed by Geminani, who describes it as follows (see Figure 6 below): 
Example I. B shews a Method of acquiring the true Position of the Hand, which 
is this: To place the first Finger on the first String upon F; the second Finger on 
the second String upon C; the third Finger on the third String upon G; and the 
fourth Finger on the fourth String upon D. This must be done without raising 
any of the Fingers, till all four have been set down; but after that, they are to be 
raised but a little Distance from the String they touched; and by so doing the 
Position is perfect.134 
 
The Geminiani grip was also included in the third edition of Mozart’s 
Violinschule, and by later authors such as Anton Kobrich (1787) and Pierre Baillot 
(1835).135  
                                                                          
132 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 491. 
133 Rolland and Mutschler, The Teaching of Action in String Playing, 98. 
134 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin, [1]. 
135 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 491. 
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As for finger position, both Geminani and Mozart advise to keep the fingers in 
place and over the notes. Geminiani writes:  
It is a constant rule to keep the fingers as firm as possible, and not to raise 
them, till there is a necessity of doing it, to place them somewhere else; and the 
observance of this rule will very much facilitate the playing double stops.136 
 
Mozart writes:  
...Take note of this important rule: the fingers which are already in position 
must remain there until one is forced to move them because of the changing 
notes, and then they are to be left just above the previous position. Take care 
not to extend one or more fingers up into the air or to curl the lifted fingers 
toward the hand, thereby pulling the little finger or other fingers in under the 
neck of the violin. The hand should, rather, always be held in a consistent 
position, with each finger over its note, in the interest of reliable finger 
placement as well as clean and dexterous playing. 
 
4. Finger Pressure 
The sources mostly advise to push the fingers down strongly, but this advice cannot be 
taken literally as placing the fingers too strongly on the string impacts a violinist’s 
technique and ability to play fast.137 Both Mozart and Quantz describe how finger 
pressure varies in a messa di voce, an ornament that produces a slight swelling of the 
tone. 
Mozart:  
                                                                          
136 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin, [2]. 
137 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 493. 
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Just as it is uncommonly affecting when a singer holds a long note, varying its 
volume beautifully without having to take a breath. It is especially important to 
note that the finger of the left hand which presses the string down must be lifted 
slightly and the bow moved away from the bridge or saddle to achieve a soft 
tone. For a loud tone, however, the fingers of the left hand must be pressed 
down hard on the string, while the bow must be moved closer to the bridge.138 
 
Quantz:  
If in a hold (tenuta) you make the tone grow in volume, you must also increase 
the pressure on your finger. To keep the pitch from becoming higher, you must 
at the same time draw the finger back imperceptibly, or avert this danger with a 
good vibrato that is not too quick.139 
 
5. Practicing the Left Hand Without the Bow 
Both Mozart and Geminiani saw benefits with practicing without the bow. 
Gemaniani: “The fingering, indeed, requires an earnest application, and 
therefore it would be most prudent to undertake it without the use of the bow, which 
you should not meddle with till you come to the 7th example, in which will be found 
the necessary and proper method of using it” (this is obviously for beginners, but even 
so it makes sense to practice the left hand without bow to be undistracted). He 
continues: “It cannot be supposed but that this practice without the bow is 
disagreeable, since it gives no satisfaction to the ear; but the benefit which, in time, 
                                                                          
138 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 143. 
139 Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute, trans. Edward R. Reilly, 2nd edition. edition 
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001), 235. 
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will arise from it, will be a recompense more than adequate to the disgust it may give.” 
 
6. Fingering  
A historical decision about fingering is important as it impacts issues such as tone quality 
and interpretation, besides the obvious issue of ease of playing. Until the mid-eighteenth 
century, the “open” sound quality of the open strings and the 1st position was preferred 
(the open sound quality comes from the longer string length that vibrates). From mid 
eighteenth century onwards, melodies began expanding beyond the range of 1st position. 
So as not to vary the tone color by changing strings, position playing then became more 
common.140  
Within the 1st position, there are few fingering options. The first of these concerns 
the use of an open string or the 4th finger. Daniel Speer, for example, notes in 1687 that 
only the E string uses all four fingers.141 In practice, however, this cannot have been 
always the case even during the seventeenth century, as there is repertoire with trills 
indicated that must have been executed with the 4th finger, as well as passages contained 
within the four fingers on one string where a string crossing surely must have been 
unnecessary.142 Later on, it was indeed common to use the 4th finger instead of an open 
string, and Leopold Mozart recommends it in order to have control over both sound 
quality and intonation:143 
                                                                          
140 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 494. 
141 Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger Unterricht der Musicalischen Kunst (Ulm, 1687), 190. 
142 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 496. 
143 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 109. 
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A beginner does well if — in the interest of tone quality — he often practices 
the D, A and E with the fourth finger on the next lower string. The tone will be 
more even because of the contrast of the shrill tone of the open strings. Besides, 
the little finger becomes more adept and deft, and one should always strive to 
make it as strong as the others.	
  
The second element of choice in 1st position concerns the playing of chromatic 
scales. These can be played in two different ways: 1) the same finger slides up or down: 
this is Leopold Mozart’s suggested fingering and was the more common option (in fact, 
Mozart even suggested using the same finger for double sharps or flats); 2) the use of 
consecutive fingers, as proposed by Geminiani and Quantz.144  Geminiani notes how 
sliding the fingers is a faulty way of playing a chromatic scale: 
The position of the Fingers marked in the first scale (which is that commonly 
practiced) is a faulty one; for two notes cannot be stopped successively by the 
same Finger without Difficulty, especially in quick Time.145 
 
There are a few instances of other chromatic fingerings, such as the interval of a 
diminished 5th. These are generally always done with two different fingers.146 
 
6.1 Position Playing Beyond 1st Position 
Leopold Mozart has neatly summed up the reasons for needing to venture beyond 1st 
position: 
                                                                          
144 Ibid., 82 for double flats/sharps, and 107–8 for chromatic scale fingerings. 
145 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin, [4]. 
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There are three reasons which justify position playing: necessity, convenience 
and elegance. The necessity arises when ledger lines are drawn above the 5 
regular ones. Convenience demands the use of position playing for certain 
passages in which the notes are written so far apart that there is no other 
comfortable way to play them. And finally, position playing is used for the sake 
of elegance, when there are notes within close range of one another which are 
singable and easily played on one string. Not only does this result in an even 
tone, but also in a more coherent and lyrical rendering.147 
 
The positions were not ordered like they are today (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.), but rather it 
was common to divide them into “whole” (the modern 1st, 3rd and 5th, etc.) and “half” (2nd, 
4th, and 6th, etc.) positions. The “whole” positions were considered easier and were 
practiced earlier.148 Some authors even ascribed different qualities to the positions. This 
may have been partly an effect of flat keys likely to be played in 2nd position were simply 
more uncomfortable to play.149 
 
6.2 Discrepancies between Historical and Modern Fingering  
I. Sequences. Leopold Mozart suggests these should be played with the same fingering 
for consistency, which is not usually done today. 150 
II. Scales. During the eighteenth century, violinists moved towards the modern fingering 
of the scale.151 Geminiani and Mozart are among some of the authors to suggest a more 
                                                                          
147 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 186. 
148 Leopold Mozart describes whole position as the ”normal.” or default, position: see Mozart, A 
Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 187. 
149 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 505. 
150 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 207. 
151 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 499. 
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“modern” fingering of the scale – see Figure 6 of Geminiani’s Essempio I, E below. 
Mozart notes the following (see Figure 7 for an illustration):  
If several notes are higher than D, the hand position must be altered. If equal 
notes move up by step, beginning with the first finger on A, one always 
alternates between the first and second finger.152  
 
III. Stretch fingerings to avoid shifting. Stretch fingerings were used more frequently than 
today. Stretches could be made both upwards with 4th finger (most common), downwards 
with the 1st finger or in both directions.153 See example by Mozart, Figure 8. 
IV. Double stops. Fingerings for double stops were also sometimes different than today. 
Thirds, for example, could be played with a 4th finger on the lower string and an open 
higher string. For some examples of double stop fingerings, see the exercises at the end 
of this chapter by Geminani, L’Abbé le Fils, and Corrette. 
                                                                          
152 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 190. 
153 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 507–509. 
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Figure 6. Scale Fingerings. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin, Essempio I.154 
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Figure 7. Scale fingerings. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule.155 
 
 
Figure 8. Stretch fingerings. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule.156 
 
 
7. Shifting 
Unfortunately, shifting is rarely described in technical terms in the sources. Mozart, for 
example, does not give us any hints beyond his description of the holds. With less chin 
                                                                          
154 Francesco Geminiani, “Essempio I” from The Art of Playing on the Violin, 1. 
155 Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule 151. 
156 Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, 150. 
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support, however, the thumb would have taken on a more important role. Geminiani 
describes the following for Essempio I (see Figure 6 above). 
After having practiced in the first Order, you must pass on to the second, and 
then to the third; in which Care is to be taken that the Thumb always remain 
farther back than the Fore-finger; and the more you advance in the other Orders 
the Thumb must be at a greater Distance till it remains almost hid under the 
Neck of the Violin.157 
 
Likewise, Peter Prelleur suggested a similar way of shifting:  
Note that in shifting you must put your first finger on that line or Note where 
the shift is to be done, and then move the whole hand higher accordingly.158 
 
Some practical advice for how to achieve more thumb independence and to shift 
successfully without supporting the instrument with the chin will be described below. 
  When was shifting done? Again, with less chin support, large, infrequent leaps 
would have been more advantageous than small, frequent ones. It would also have been 
easier to shift during open strings, particularly during fast passages. Mozart sums up the 
best places to shift as follows: 
One must stay in the same position as long as necessary and always look ahead 
to see whether there is a high note or another passage which demands position 
playing. If the higher position is no longer required, one need not make an 
                                                                          
157 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin, [2]. It is interesting that Geminiani and other writers 
practice high positions right from the beginning since it corresponds well with contemporary ideas on 
pedagogy as featured by for example Paul Rolland, Mimi Zweig and Géza Szilvay, founder of the 
Colourstrings method.  
158 Peter Prelleur, The Art of Playing on the Violin (London, 1730), Table. 
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immediate helter-skelter descent, but wait for a good and opportune moment to 
descend in a way that goes unnoticed by the listeners. The most reasonable 
manner would be to wait for a note which can be played on an open string, and 
descend comfortably afterwards.159 
 
Later, he notes that two notes of the same pitch and dotted notes are good shifting 
opportunities.160 Articulation can also be used to disguise a shift (see his musical example 
from Figure 9 below). Mozart also suggests that sequences should be played with the 
same fingering for consistency, which is not usually done today. 
 
Figure 9. Use of articulation to disguise a shift. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen 
Violinschule.161 
  
                                                                          
159 Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing, 194. 
160 Ibid., 195. 
161 Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, 165. 
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7.1 In practice 
In practical terms, shifting that is done without a chin rest cannot be easily achieved in 
the modern way where the left hand has complete freedom. A combination of using other 
support points and gaining more thumb independence will be helpful. Moving upwards is 
generally easier than moving downwards — a small degree of raising the violin and 
pushing it against the neck should provide enough support. Moving downwards, 
however, will require some degree of finger / hand / thumb independence.162  
Stanley Ritchie has developed several exercises for thumb independence in Before 
the Chinrest: A Violinist's Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-Chinrest Technique and Style 
and also suggests that swinging the elbow will help pivoting on the thumb.163 Elizabeth 
Wallfisch has developed another kind of “thumb-independence” manner of shifting, 
where in a large downwards shift the thumb is first moved a little bit back, the wrist and 
fingers then move to the new location first and is joined by the thumb afterwards.164 
The modern pedagogue Simon Fischer has also developed an exercise for thumb 
independence, where the thumb moves forward ahead of an upwards shift and back ahead 
of a downwards shift.165 This exercise would be useful also for baroque violin playing. 
Fischer also suggest playing arpeggios on one string without shoulder rest to discover the 
way the thumb may help during shifting.166 
 
                                                                          
162 Judy Tarling among others suggests these methods, see Tarling, Baroque String Playing, 68–69.  
163 See Ritchie, Before the Chinrest, 29–33. 
164 Wallfisch, The Art of Playing “Chin-off” for the Brave and Curious. 
165 Fischer, Basics, 91. 
166 Ibid., 147. 
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8. Suggested Practice Material for Left-Hand Technique 
• John Playford, The Division violin (1684) 
• Nicola Matteis, Ayres for the Violin (1676 books 1 & 2, 1684 books 3 & 4) 
• Arcangelo Corelli, Sonate a violin e violone o cimbalo, Op 5 (1700) particularly 
the fugues for practicing double stops (as per Galeazzi’s advice) 
• Jean-Marie Leclair, Second Livre de Sonates (1728) 
• For chordal playing, I have included some excerpts for suitable practice material 
below. Aside from the provided excerpt I can also recommend to look at L’Abbé 
le Fils, Principes du Violon (1761), 50–51. 
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Figure 10. Exercises in double stopping. Michel Corrette, L’École d’Orphé.167 
                                                                          
167 Michel Corrette, L’École d’Orphée, Méthode pour apprendre facilement a joüer du violon (Paris, 
1738), 36. 
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Figure 11. Exercises in double stopping. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the 
Violin.168 
 
                                                                          
168 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin. 
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Figure 12. Double stopping. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the Violin.169  
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CHAPTER THREE: RIGHT-HAND TECHNIQUE 
 
1. Introduction 
The art of playing the Violin consists in giving that Instrument a Tone that shall 
in a Manner rival the most perfect human Voice….170 
 
This is how Geminiani instructs his students, following a long line of violin 
masters who modeled their violin playing after the voice.171 More than 200 years later, 
Leopold Auer echoes many of the same sentiments: “Young students cannot be told too 
often: ‘Sing, sing on your violin! It is the only way in which to make its voice tolerable to 
the listener.”172 The main issue in attempting to “sing” with the violin concerns not the 
left hand, but rather the right hand, which manages the bow. It is the bow, the soul of the 
instrument that is truly responsible for the expression of the music:  
In the performance of music on the violin and the instruments similar to it the 
bow-stroke is of chief importance. Through it the sound is drawn from the 
instrument well or poorly, the notes receive their life, the Piano and Forte are 
expressed, the passions are aroused, and the melancholy is distinguished from 
the gay, the serious from the jocular, the sublime from the flattering, the modest 
from the bold. In a word, like the chest, tongue, and lips on the flute, the bow-
stroke provides the means for achieving musical articulation, and for varying a 
single idea in diverse ways.173 
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Indeed, the violin was only able to evolve from its origins as a peasant instrument 
by the refinement of bowing technique, through which it came to eventually replace the 
originally more noble viola da gamba and become the king of string instruments.174 In this 
chapter we will look at the many aspects of right-hand technique, including the 
relationship between the instrument and the human body, how physical movements 
connected to bowing can be achieved most effortlessly, sound production on an original 
instrument, historical bow holds, bowing rules, and various bow strokes. 
 
2. Bow Hold 
The choice of bow hold is closely linked to violin hold. With less chin support, the right 
elbow is kept closer to the body, a fact mentioned by Geminiani and Mozart, among 
others.175 During the early days of violin playing, the bow was held in a rudimentary 
manner with the thumb resting on the hair instead of on the inside of the stick, what later 
became known as the French grip. This grip, however, was used not only in France but in 
general north of the Alps.176 Lenton, for instance, describes a French bow grip in his 
treatise:  
Let your Bow be as long as your Instrument, well mounted and stiff Hair’d, it 
will otherwise totter upon the String in drawing a long stroke; hold it with your 
Thumb half under the Nutt, half under the Hair from the Nutt, and let it rest 
upon the middle of the first joynt, place all your Fingers upon the Bow, pretty 
close, (or for the better guiding of it) you may place the out-side of the first 
                                                                          
174 See Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 324. 
175 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 75. 
176 Moens-Haenen, Deutsche Violintechnik im 17. Jahrhundert, 55–57. 
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joint of the little Finger against the Wood...177 
 
Around the same time, North mentions that the Italian violinist Matteis, who came 
to England, would not let his thumb touch the hair, a hold that must have been unusual 
enough in England that it was worth mentioning: “… he taught the English to hold the 
bow by the wood only and not to touch the hair, which was no small reformation.”178 In 
fact, Matteis may have responsible for changing the English way of holding the bow, 
enabling the English violinists to have a more controlled and refined bowing technique.179  
Perhaps not surprisingly, the French manner of holding the bow seems to have 
been linked to areas where short bows were more common, and to those countries where 
the viola da gamba was still dominating the art music scene in the seventeenth century.180 
This manner of holding the bow disappeared during the eighteenth century, when 
cantabile playing, which was promoted by the Italians, became more popular and the 
Italian way (with the thumb on the inside of the stick) offered more control for the 
refinement of the stroke.181 For a while, both the French and Italian manner of holding the 
bow seems to have be in use, as we know from Corrette, who describes both ways of 
holding the bow (see Figure 13 for the parts of the bow he is referring to):  
The Italians hold it mostly by placing four fingers on the stick (A) with the 
thumb under- neath the fingers also on the stick (B). The French hold it near the 
frog with the first, second, and third fingers on the stick (C, D, E), the thumb 
                                                                          
177 Lenton, The Gentleman's Diversion, or the Violin explained, 11. 
178 North, Roger North on Music, 309.  
179 Tarling, Baroque String Playing, 84. 
180 Rônez-Kubitschek, Die Violintechnik im Wandel der Zeit, 255. 
181 Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 75. 
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under the hair (F), and the small finger on the side of the stick (G) These two 
methods of holding the bow are equally good. The teacher will direct the 
student to use one or the other.182 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
The bow grip seems to have been standardized and the bows held closer to the 
frog around the same time as the bows were becoming more uniform.183  
As mentioned earlier, the Italian grip was developed due to the interest in 
cantabile playing and came into usage in already during the seventeenth century.184 
                                                                          
182 Carol Reglin Farrar, “Seven String Instrument Treatises of Michel Corrette: Translation with 
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Figure 15. Corrette’s parts of the bow from L’École d’Orphée, Méthode Pour Apprendre 
Facilement a Joüer Du Violon. Figure 13. Corrette’s parts of the bow. Michel Corrette, L’École d’Orphée, Méthode Pour Apprendre Facilement a Joüer Du Violon. 
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Whereas the French would by necessity hold the short bow right by the frog, Italians held 
it further up the stick.185 Geminiani describes it in the following manner: “The Bow is to 
be held at a small Distance from the Nut, between the Thumb and Fingers….”186 
The exact placement of the fingers varied — it seems to have been common to 
hold the bow without all fingers on the stick, as attested by iconographic sources.187 The 
thumb was frequently held straighter than what is recommended today.188 The lack of 
fingers on the stick may be one of the reasons why theorists often note to apply pressure 
through the index finger.189 Mozart is one of the few who is very specific about the 
placement of the fingers in the stick:  
The bow is held in the right hand, at its lowest part, not too far from the heel, 
between the thumb and just below the middle joint of the index finger, this not 
too tightly, however, but lightly and easily […] The little finger must always 
remain on the bow and not be lifted as it contributes greatly to the steadiness of 
the bow, also — through heightening or lessening of pressure — to loudness or 
softness of tone. Those who hold the bow with the first joint of the index finger, 
as well as those who lift the little finger off the bow, will discover that the 
technique described above is far more conducive to producing a pure and bold 
tone on the violin — if they are not too obstinate to attempt a new method. 
Furthermore, one should not stretch the first, that is, the index finger too far up 
the bow, thereby distancing it from the others. One may hold the bow with the 
first or second joint of the index finger, but stretching the index finger is always 
a grave mistake. This makes the hand stiff because the nerves are strained, and 
bowing becomes heavy, clumsy, indeed awkward, as it is carried out by the 
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whole arm.190  
 
By the time of L’Abbé le fils’ treatise, the Italian bow grip was in complete 
dominance in France. He writes of the bow grip as follows:  
The little finger lies on the stick, the index finger in the middle of the second 
phalanx and has to, in order to have sufficient strength, be distanced a little 
from the other fingers. The thumb is located opposite the middle finger and 
needs to carry the entire weight of the thumb. The bow is tilted a little towards 
the fingerboard.191 
 
It is worth noting that even if the previous French bow grip lacked control for 
more refined cantabile playing, it was essential for bringing out the lightness and 
articulation of the French seventeenth-century dance suites by Jean-Baptiste Lully and 
others. 
 More recent pedagogues, such as Ivan Galamian, have noted that a too-shallow 
grip of the bow can result in tight sound, since the muscles have to compensate for lack 
of a path for the arm weight to be freely transmitted.192 As many modern players come to 
baroque playing with this idea in mind, we must here note that for historical playing this 
not only contradicts the historical treatises but that too much arm weight actually defeats 
the sound of the gut strings. Historically, arm weight was instead applied through means 
of a low elbow, as we have noted above. To find a functioning bow grip, it may be very 
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useful to use exercises that explore the contact points between right hand and bow to 
understand the baroque bow and how it reacts with the gut strings.193 
 
3. Sound Production & The Basics of Right Hand Technique: the Body and its 
Actions 
 
In our efforts to recreate the sound of the past in historical performance, we frequently 
forget how the body is designed to move. Before we look at the historical sources, let us 
remind ourselves that it is only by rediscovering a sense of balance and finding freedom 
of movement that we can find our optimal sound, whether we are playing a historical or a 
modern instrument.  
 In describing the actions of the right arm, the historical treatises speak of moving 
without stiffness and that the most movement should take place in the wrist- and fore-
arm. 194 The upper arm is only described to move during strokes using the whole length of 
the bow.195 This approach resulted in a low right elbow: to compensate for the low elbow 
and make it easier to reach the lower strings, Geminiani suggests tilting the right-hand 
side of the violin slightly downwards.196 He describes the basic actions of the right hand 
as follows:  
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 The Bow is to be held at a small Distance from the Nut, between the Thumb 
and Fingers, the Hair being turned inward against the Back or Outside of the 
Thumb, in which Position the Wrist and Elbow in playing quick Notes, and 
very little or not at all from the Joint of the Shoulder; but in playing long Notes, 
where the Bow is drawn from one End of it to the other, the Joint of the 
Shoulder is also a little employed… The best Performers are least sparing of 
their Bow; and make Use of the whole of it, from the Point to that Part of it 
under, and even beyond their Fingers. In an Upbow the Hand is bent a little 
downward from the Joint of the Wrist, when the Nut of the Bow approaches the 
Strings, and the Wrist is immediately straightened, or the Hand rather a little 
bent back or upward, as soon as the Bow is began to be drawn down again.197 
 
Mozart also emphasizes the importance of the forearm and the wrist in the basic 
bow stroke:  
Third, the bow stroke should not be executed with the whole arm. The shoulder 
should only move slightly, the elbow more, the wrist meanwhile in a natural 
and relaxed manner. —If the pupil does not bend his elbow and consequently 
plays with a stiff arm and much shoulder movement, one should let him play 
with his right arm next to a wall; once his elbow bumps into the wall on the 
down-bow, he will certainly learn to bend it. —When I say the wrist must be 
moved naturally, I mean: without ridiculous and unnatural contortions, without 
bending it too far outwards or stiffening it, but lowering it on the down-bow, 
and arching it naturally and effortlessly on the up-bow — no more and no less 
than the bow stroke requires. Incidentally, one should remember that it is 
mainly the hand which accounts for the steadiness of the tone.198  
 
In the twentieth century, Galamian also notes the importance of playing without 
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stiffness:  
Any stiffness in any joint between finger tips and shoulder is a spring “out of 
commission” that will hinder the transmission of energy. A rigid or shrugged 
shoulder, for instance, will eliminate the weight of the arm as a usable pressure 
element. 199 
 
French writers often emphasize the actions of the wrist, which makes one believe 
that wrist action was particularly important in French violin technique.200 Michel Pignolet 
de Montéclair and Corrette are among those warning against the dangers of a stiff wrist:  
Montéclair:  
During fast bowing make sure not to grip the bow too much between the fingers 
and don't stiffen the wrist or elbow because it is by the ease of their movement 
that one acquires a beautiful stroke of the bow.201 
 
Corrette:  
Eighth and sixteenth notes are played with the tip of the bow (H, J). All these 
movements should come from the wrist. Those who always play with a 
tightened arm do not play the instrument well.202 
 
With these descriptions in mind, it is important to note that while the treatises 
speak of limited shoulder movement, there is no actual anatomical shoulder unit, but 
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rather a “shoulder blade, a shoulder joint and a shoulder region.”203 Speaking of a 
shoulder action can therefore be misleading, and it is common that shoulder-blade 
movement will be inhibited as one tries to push the shoulder down while raising the 
upper arm in order to reach the G and D string. For the movement to function optimally, 
the shoulder blade should always be allowed to follow the movements of the upper arm 
— what is called humeroscapular rhythm.204 Rolland has also noted that there is no 
isolated forearm or upper arm stroke: both actions are always present but to different 
degrees:  
In the so-called “forearm stroke,” the forearm movement from the elbow 
dominates, but an almost unnoticeable swinging of the upper arm should 
prevail. Similarly, when playing near the frog, the upper arm dominates but a 
slight forearm movement should also be present. Avoid immobilizing the elbow 
or shoulder! 205 
 
3.1 Sound Projection: Playing with a Healthy Sound and the Role of Bow Speed, 
Pressure & Weight 
Several of the historical authors note the importance of playing with a healthy, full sound, 
since a healthy sound can be scaled back, whereas a thin sound cannot be increased as 
easily.206 Geminiani instructs to use the whole length of the bow: “The best Performers 
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are least sparing of their Bow; and make Use of the whole of it, from the Point to that 
Part of it under, and even beyond their Fingers;” Mozart writes that the way to a healthy 
strong tone might even be railed with scratchy noises in the beginning, but the tone will 
become more agreeable with time: 207  
Finally, I must call to attention that a beginner must always play seriously, with 
vigor, strongly and loudly, and never weakly or softly, even less should he toy 
affectedly with the violin under his arm. It is true: in the beginning the grating 
of nature of a strong and not yet pure stroke offends the ear greatly. But with 
time and patience the roughness will disappear and purity of tone be preserved 
even in the strong stroke.208 
 
To produce a healthy sound on the violin, weight needs to be transferred from the 
body through the bow onto the instrument. This can be achieved in several ways: 1) 
through weighing heavily on the bow; 2) by bow pressure coming from the hand; 3) by 
increased bow speed, or; 4) a combination of these three factors. The way volume is 
increased greatly affects the quality of sound produced. Galamian writes of a “system of 
springs,” where dead weight must never be applied as it would impede the vibrations of 
the string (this is even more true for gut strings), but if the arm is free and well-
coordinated the weight of the arm and the pressure of the muscles can be applied in a 
spring-like fashion.209 Rolland notes that the increase or decrease of bow pressure is 
achieved by rotary movements of the upper arm,  but instructing the student to apply 
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weight may result in an over-rotation of the upper arm.210 Instead, it is helpful to think of 
setting the string in vibration as an act of leverage, rather than a muscular effort or trying 
to hang from the shoulder.211 
Historical writers often describe increasing the volume of sound by means of 
pressure of the right index finger.212 Mozart is among the first to mention bow speed in 
relation to volume, having previously discussed an increase and decrease of bow 
pressure: “One must however take care that the bow be drawn quite slowly during the 
soft part of the tone, slightly faster during the increase in volume and quickly during the 
final loud part.”213 He also mentions that the bow should be moved closer to the bridge 
during loud passages.214 
The emphasis on bow pressure may have to do with the properties of gut strings, 
which are more sensitive to a sudden increase in bow speed and can cause the tone to 
bulge or break. In general, twentieth-century pedagogues have tended instead to focus on 
bow speed for volume control,215 though Lucien Capet, who is known for his refinement 
of bowing technique and who passed on his knowledge to his student Galamian, does not 
mention bow speed at all but only suggests to increase the bow pressure to increase the 
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volume.216 Auer is another early twentieth-century pedagogue who, like Capet, believes 
that volume should derive from bow pressure but adds that the pressure should be applied 
by the wrist (rather than the forefinger), something that is also mentioned by Mozart.217 It 
thus seems plausible that the emphasis on bow speed rather than pressure occurred 
around the same time that metal strings became more common, which are indeed more 
forgiving to sudden increases in speed.218 
 
3.2 Bow Division and Shaping the Note 
As we have previously noted, most of the violin’s expressive potential lies in the bow and 
how it is used: we shape the notes using bow division to our advantage — we manipulate 
its length in an advantageous way during a long expressive note and find the best spot for 
a fast, articulated passage.219 Quantz writes:  
Those who wish to manipulate the bow correctly, and use it to good effect, 
must know not only the correct distribution of the bow-strokes and the proper 
time for a strong or weak pressure upon the strings, but also the place where the 
bow should touch the strings, and the weight which each part of the stroke must 
have. Much depends upon whether the bow is drawn close to or far from the 
bridge, and also upon whether you touch the strings with the lowest part of the 
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bow, with the middle, or with the tip. The lowest part, or that closest to the right 
hand, is the most forceful; the middle is of moderate force; and the tip is the 
weakest. 
 
Mozart and Tartini both describe that every note has a soft beginning. Mozart describes it 
in the following manner:  
Even the most loudly played note has a short, though hardly noticeable 
transient softness preceding it, otherwise it would not be a tone, but just an 
unpleasing and incomprehensible noise. It is this very softness which can also 
be heard at the end of a tone. Therefore one must divide the bow into weak and 
strong sections and increase or decrease, as appropriate, the pressure on the 
bow in order to render the tones beautiful and moving.220  
 
Tartini also writes of the soft beginning of the bow stroke in a letter to his 
student Maddalena Lombardini:  
Your first study, therefore, should be the true manner of holding, balancing and 
pressing the bow lightly, but steadily, upon the strings; in such a manner as that 
it shall seem to breathe the first tone it gives, which must proceed from the 
friction of the string, and not from percussion, as by a blow given with a 
hammer upon it. This depends on laying the bow lightly upon the strings, at the 
first contact, and on gently pressing it afterwards, which, if done gradually, can 
scarce have too much force given to it, because, if the tone is begun with 
delicacy, there is little danger of rendering it afterwards either coarse or 
harsh.221  
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Modern authors have taken Mozart’s passage above to be in reference to the bow 
change, that does indeed have an involuntary “initial softness” before the bow develops 
more sound, rather than to mean that every single stroke should be performed as some 
kind of a messa di voce. This theory seems confirmed by a later passage in Mozart’s 
treatise where he writes that “According to the nature of the consecutive strokes, each 
stroke must necessarily be initiated softly and executed in such a way that even the 
strongest stroke leads the existing vibration of the string smoothly on to the next. This is 
what I meant by that hardly noticeable softness which I have already touched upon in 
§3.”222   
For long notes, the use of the whole bow was encouraged. It is said that Corelli 
instructed his students to play with a tone “like that of an organ,” on two strings, holding 
the stroke for 10 seconds — and this while using a short bow (ca. 48 centimeters long)!223 
Geminiani also mentions that “The best Performers are least sparing of their Bow; and 
make Use of the whole of it, from the Point to that Part of it under, and even beyond their 
Fingers.”224 
During long notes in the adagio, many historical writers suggest to swell the note 
for heightened expression, what has become known as a messa di voce or in France as 
sons files, that is, “spun tones.”225 The messa di voce was first known as an expressional 
ornament for singers (see Le Nuove Musiche by Giulio Caccini) and as the performance 
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of string instruments was modeled on the voice, it was soon also performed on the 
violin.226 North mentions it as being part of the Italian school of violin technique:  
The Art of Graces: […] The Italians have brought the bow to a high perfection, 
so that nothing of their playing is so difficult as the arcata or long bow, with 
which they will begin a long note, clear, without rub, and draw it forth swelling 
louder and louder, and at the ackme take a slow waiver; not (a) trill to break the 
sound or mix 2 notes, but as if the bird sat at the end of a spring (and) as she 
sang the spring waived her up and down, or as if the wind that brought the 
sound shook, or a small bell were struck and the sound continuing waived to 
and again — so would I express what is justly not to be shewn but to the ear by 
an exquisite hand.227  
 
Geminiani notes that “One of the principal Beauties of the Violin is the swelling 
or increasing and softening the Sound; which is done by pressing the Bow upon the 
Strings with the Fore/finger more or less. In playing all long Notes the Sound should be 
begun soft, and gradually swelled till the Middle, and from thence gradually softened till 
the End.”228 His Essempio XVIII contains exercises in the messa di voces, diminuendos, 
and crescendos.  
Another Italian, Tartini, also includes a detailed description of the messa di voce 
in his letter to Maddalena Lombardini:  
To unite all these laborious particulars into one lesson, my advice is, that you 
first exercise yourself in a swell upon an open string, for example, upon the 
second or a-la-mi re: that you begin pianissimo, and increase the tone by slow 
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degrees to its fortissimo; and this study should be equally made, with the 
motion of the bow up, and down, in which exercise you should spend at least an 
hour every day, though at different times, a little in the morning, and a little in 
the evening; having constantly in mind, that this practice is, of all others, the 
most difficult, and the most essential to playing well on the violin. 
 
He further writes that if you master the swell, “Every degree of pressure upon the string, 
with the expression of a note or passage shall require, will by this means be easy and 
certain; and you will be able to execute with your bow whatever you please.”229 Corrette 
is one of the French writers to include the messa di voce in his treatise: “In Sarabandes, 
Adagio, Largo; and other such pieces, one should play whole notes, half notes and 
quarter notes with long bows, swelling the sound towards the end (A, B). For the endings 
and cadences within the pieces, one should begin the sound with a gentle bow, swell it in 
the middle and let it die away at the end (C, D, E). This way of bowing makes a 
delightful effect.”230 L’Abbé le fils also mentions the messa di voce, proving that it was 
still in use when his treatise was published in 1761.231 
Mozart discusses the subject at length in his chapter on bow division. The first of 
his bow division exercises is a messa di voce:  
One must practice this as slowly and with as much control of the bow as 
possible, if one wishes to delight the listeners with a pure and delicately 
sustained long note in an Adagio. Just as it is uncommonly affecting when a 
singer holds a long note, varying its volume beautifully without having to take a 
breath. It is especially important to note that the finger of the left hand which 
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presses the string down must be lifted slightly and the bow moved away from 
the bridge or saddle to achieve a soft tone. For a loud tone however the fingers 
of the left hand must be pressed down hard on the string, while the bow must be 
moved closer to the bridge. 
 
He then proceeds to describe how a diminuendo and a crescendo should be practiced, 
and then finally suggests to practice several swells in the same bow — beginning with 
two and then adding up to six swells in one stroke.232 Finally, Quantz notes how 
important an expressive element the messa di voce is:  
In all pieces, but especially in slow ones, the performers must always assume 
the sentiment of the composer, and seek to express it. In this regard swelling 
and diminishing the force of the tone may be a great help in addition to the 
other requirements described above, provided that it is accomplished smoothly 
and not with a vehement and disagreeable pressure of the bow.233 
 
Practicing the messa di voce offers an opportunity for the new historical string 
player to develop a skillful bow technique as well as learning an expressive tool. For the 
new baroque player, Tarling suggests to practice long notes, increasing and decreasing 
the pressure in various parts of the bow and experimenting with the effects that they can 
create in order to develop a vocabulary of expressive playing. In general, one has to take 
care not to increase bow speed too suddenly, as this commonly leads to bulging notes. As 
for the places most suitable for a messa di voce, Tarling suggest harmonically charged 
notes such as a suspensions or ties into dissonances, or long notes at the beginning or end 
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of a section or movement.234 
Modern writers have also mentioned the importance of shaping notes; Galamian, 
for instance, suggests to perform son filé exercises, that is; long sustained tones, 
consisting of crescendos and diminuendos, some of them very similar to the messa di 
voce.235  
Simon Fischer has also published some exercises for tone production that may be 
useful to practice on the baroque violin, particularly for bow pressure.236 For modern bow 
division exercises specifically meant for the baroque violin, one may find Stanley 
Ritchie’s exercises useful.237 
 
3.4 More Specifics of Sound Production: Contact Point, Bow Tilt  
Contact point is commonly mentioned in connection with bow tilt. Few early treatises 
treat this topic, but Lenton does mention to “… let the Bow move always within an inch 
of the Bridge directly forward and backward….” German treatises frequently specify that 
the bow should be a finger width distance from the bridge whereas Latin sources mention 
a thumb’s breadth (Lenton, as noted, agrees with the Latin sources) — whether there is 
an actual technical difference is not clear.238 Mozart writes: 
 Fifth, the pupil should not bow now far up towards the fingerboard, now right 
down to the bridge, nor by any means diagonally, but guide the bow with 
consistent steadiness at a point not too far from the bridge, and strive through 
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controlled pressure and relaxation towards a good, pure tone, and patiently 
persevere in the holding of it.239 
 
Quantz also notes how the contact point affects the tone:  
If, then, it is drawn too close to the bridge, the tone not only becomes piercing 
and sharp, but also thin, piping, and scraping, especially on spun strings. Next 
to the bridge the tension of the strings is too great, and the bow does not have 
the force to produce a motion proportionate with the remaining long portion of 
the string; thus the strings do not receive the necessary vibration. 
 
Quantz suggests that playing a width of one finger from the bridge gives a “full, 
robust tone,” but also notes that the lower, thicker strings require the bow to be further 
away from the bridge. Further on, Quantz mentions the role of contact point in order to 
increase and decrease the volume.240 
In terms of tilting the bow, there are some conflicting opinions. Corrette, 
Herrando and L’Abbé le Fils are all in favor of tilting the bow slightly towards the 
fingerboard whilst Mozart warns against it (one of his illustrations seems however to 
contradict his recommendation).241 Corrette’s recommendation is as follows: “When 
necessary, one plays with the stick of the bow leaning a little toward the bridge, but one 
must also be careful not to lean too much.”242 Here it seems we must apply what makes 
musical sense, knowing that the sources are in favor of both ways of playing. 
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4. Bow Strokes and Articulation 
The present Part shall convince us once and for all that the bow stroke vitalizes 
the notes and creates now a modest, now a mischievous, now a serious, or 
humorous, next a soothing, a sedate and dignified, then again sorrowful, or 
again a merry melody — and is therefore the medium through which we are 
enabled to arouse these emotions in the listeners, if used judiciously. That is 
assuming that the composer chose the melodies suited to each emotion sensibly 
and indicated the manner of performance suitably; or that the experienced 
violinist himself possess such good judgement that he is able to play the bare 
notes properly, and that he endeavors to find the emotion and to apply the 
following bowing patterns at the right place.243  
 
 Upon writing the passage above, Mozart proceeds to show us how a passage can 
completely change character by varying the bow stroke; that is by slurring and 
articulating the notes in different ways — see Figure 34 at the end of this chapter. He also 
notes that the articulation marks (or lack thereof) might become the performer’s 
responsibility: Bowing depends “on the good taste and sound judgement of the 
performer, if the composer has forgotten to mark the slurs, or has himself not understood 
how to do so.”244 In other words, it is not enough to merely follow what is written but we 
must have the good sense to understand the character of the music to be able to know 
what kind of bow stroke is suitable and change the articulation marks accordingly. 
 During the early baroque period there were only two basic bow strokes: détache, 
or one note per stroke; and legato, that is, several notes per stroke. All later strokes such 
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as spicatto, slurred staccato, ricochet, etc., are variations stemming from these two basic 
strokes.245 We shall look into the details of these strokes later in this chapter but will first 
devote ourselves to how the basics of articulation is formed by the direction of the stroke 
— down or up. 
4.1 Bowing Rules  
Bowing rules become important in string playing as the unequal shape of the bow creates 
a marked difference between down and up strokes. This difference is manipulated to 
display the meter hierarchy — the so called good and bad notes, or metrically strong and 
weak notes.246 The rules began to have importance already in the sixteenth century and 
were in full use in the seventeenth century.247 Besides the meter hierarchy, they also 
convey the characteristics of the different dances as well as differences in national styles. 
The strict rules began to loosen in the 1700s when, for example, Montéclair in his 
Méthode Facile gave two examples: one with strictly applied rules and the other with a 
more relaxed, contemporary approach to bowing rules; Corrette as well differentiates 
between the stricter French and the freer Italian bowings.248 
 As string ensembles became more common (see Chapter 1) and no notes were 
transferred to the parts until the twentieth century, a unified view on bowing would have 
been essential.249 It seems that there was complete uniformity of bowing among 
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Arcangelo Corelli’s, Dietrich Buxtehude’s and Jean-Baptiste Lully’s ensembles.250 
According to Charles Burney, Corelli didn’t tolerate anything but completely 
synchronized bowings in his ensemble.251 
 As for signs for bow directions, there was no unified system. The first letters of 
the words for downstrokes and upstrokes were commonly used in France and Italy: t for 
tirer or tirare and p for pousser or pontare (Corrette noted a downbow with an uppercase 
T to distinguish them from the trills that were noted with a small case t). In England a d 
for down and u for up were used. In Germany, however, there was more diversion.252 
Georg Muffat had his own system of signs: v (vilis for the weak part of the measure) and 
n (nobilis for the strong part of the measure) and some have taken these to be the basis of 
our modern signs – there is however no substantial support for this theory as they are not 
to be found among any other author besides Muffat.253  
 Bowing rules seem to have been most strictly applied by the French, in part 
because the strong influence of dance on French music that would need to be well 
articulated, and in part because they are connected to inégale.254 Muffat writes:  
Although good violinists hold that the longer, steadier, more even, and sweeter 
the bow-strokes, the better, yet it has been observed that the Germans and the 
Italians do not agree with the Lullists, nor even to any great extent among 
themselves, in the matter of the rules for up- and down-bows. But it is well 
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known that the Lullists, whom the English, Dutch, and many others are already 
imitating, all bow the most important notes of the musical meter, especially 
those which begin the measure and which end a cadence, and thus strongly 
show the motion of the dance, in the same way, even if a thousand of them 
were to play together. Thus, when noble men returned to our lands from these 
places, and did not find this unanimity among our German violinists, who were 
otherwise excellent, they noticed the difference in the concord of sound and 
were amazed, and complained not infrequently about the improper movement 
of the dances.255 
 
Among the Germans, Falck notes that as long as the composition is not deformed, 
one may bow as one likes: “In my place, I will not disdain any of these opinions if the 
composition is not deformed and the intention of the composer is attained.”256 
 As there were many different opinions on bowings, it is hard to draw any hard and 
fast conclusions. Lenton writes that “It would be a difficult undertaking to prescribe a 
general rule for bowing, the humours of Masters being very Various, and what is 
approved by one would be condemned by another.”257 We shall, however, attempt at 
summarizing here some of the most common approaches to bowing. 
 
                                                                          
255 Georg Muffat, Georg Muffat on Performance Practice: The Texts from Florilegium Primum, 
Florilegium Secundum, and Auserlesene Instrumentalmusik, trans. David K. Wilson, 2nd edition 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2001), 33. 
256 Taylor Jr, “Georg Falck’s ‘Idea Boni Cantoris...’,” 193. 
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4.2 The Rule of the Downbow 
The most important principle in baroque bowing is the so-called rule of the downbow, 
described as early as in 1636 by Mersenne.258 Muffat describes it as follows:  
The first note of a measure which begins without a rest, whatever its value, 
should always be played down-bow. This is the most important and nearly 
indispensable general rule of the Lullists, upon which the entire style depends, 
as well as the main difference that distinguishes it from the other styles, and 
upon which the other rules depend. The following rules will show how the 
other notes are to be played in order to conform to this rule.259 
 
Muffat goes on to note that in even meters, with an even number of notes, the odd beats 
(1, 3, etc.) are played downbow while even beats are played upbow. This also happens 
when triple time is divided into an even number of notes. If there is a rest on one of the 
beats, the other beats still follow this pattern.260 Lenton notes as well that the rule of the 
downbow is most easily followed in even time:  
… If you have an odd Note before the first Barr, it must be always struck with 
an up Bow, and you must be sure always to order your Bow of a length 
proportional to the Note you are going to hit [i.e., bow division], having hit 
your odd Note with an upward Bow, your Hand in course comes downward to 
the beginning of the Barr, which I would have it done quite through the Lesson, 
and with a little care might be perfected, especially in Common Time, nothing 
                                                                          
258 Mersenne writes: “… it is necessary to consider that one ought always to draw bow downward on 
the first note of the measure, and that it must be pushed up on the following note…. Thus it is always 
drawn on the first note of each measure composed of an even number of notes, but if it is composed of 
an uneven number, as happens when it has a dot after one of its notes, one draws the bow upward on 
the first note of the following measure.” Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle: the Books on 
Instruments, trans. Roger E. Chapman (The Hague: Martinus Nijihoff, 1957), 244. 
259 Muffat, Georg Muffat on Performance Practice, 35. 
260 Ibid., 34–35. 
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hindering but an odd Note in a Barr, for were there always an even number of 
Notes in the Barr, you would have no occasion for the following directions.261
  
The rule of the downbow still appears to have carried weight into Leopold 
Mozart’s time. Mozart writes that "We can therefore take as one of the first — and 
indeed principal — rules that: If the first beat of a measure does not begin with a rest, 
whether in even or uneven time, one should aim to play the first note of each measure 
on the down-bow. Even if this should result in two consecutive down-bows."262 He 
then provides some examples in different time signatures (see Figure 14, below). 
Mozart writes that only the “fastest of tempos form an exception to this first rule.”263	
 
Figure 14. Rule of the downbow. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule.264 
 
4.3 Measures with an Uneven Number of Notes 
So far, all the authors cited are in general agreement. It is when we come to measures 
with an uneven number of notes, something that happens frequently in triple time, that 
opinions begin to diverge. In order to come on a downbow for the next measure after a 
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measure of unequal number of notes, we would need to either retake the bow somewhere 
or take to upbows in one bow. Alternatively, we give up on the Rule of the Downbow 
altogether and come to terms with beginning a measure on an upstroke. 
In the instance of a longer note followed by shorter notes in the same measure, 
there are a few different approaches. Lenton suggests a craquer bowing when two half 
notes follow a minim — this is the French term for two upstrokes in one bow that are 
distinctly articulated — see Figure 15.265 Muffat notes that a Quarter note followed by 
two eighths (or an eighth followed by two sixteenths) can be bowed two ways: down, 
down, up; or down, up, up (see Figure 16); while Quantz, half a century later suggests to 
instead to retake the bow for the first of the shorter note values — see Figure 17.266 
Mozart writes that “Every beat, whether in even or uneven time, so long as it consists of 
two or four notes of the same value, commences on the down-bow” (i.e., there would be a 
retake — see Figure 18). In fast tempos, Mozart recommends a craquer bowing for eighth 
notes rather than retaking and slurring sixteenth notes (see Figure 19).267 
 
                                                                          
265 Lenton, The Gentleman's Diversion, or the Violin Explained, 8. Georg Muffat describes the craquer 
practice as follows: “in which the stroke, called craquer, is divided exactly into two parts and should 
be executed with great lightness.” See Muffat, Georg Muffat on Performance Practice, 35. 
266 Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 218; Muffat, Georg Muffat on Performance Practice, 37. 
267 Mozart, The Art of the Violin, 115. 
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Figure 15. Craquer bowing when two half notes follow a minim. John Lenton, The Gentleman's 
Diversion, or the Violin explained.  
 
 
 
Figure 16. Muffat’s two ways of bowing a quarter note followed by two eighth notes. 
 
Figure 17. Quantz’s way to bow a quarter note followed by two eighth notes. 
 
 
     
p.37 R
      
      
P. 37 S
       
    
Quantz p.218 fig 4
     
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Figure 18. Mozart’s example displays how to bow eighth or sixteenth notes following a quarter 
note.268 
 
 
Figure 19. Craquer bowing in faster tempi. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen 
Violinschule.269 
 
Let us now look at triple time where the music moves at a pace of equal note 
values. Lenton suggests here to bow the measure down, up, down and then retake the 
bow at the beginning of the next measure. In fast tempos, however, he suggests to bow as 
it comes, beginning every other measure upbow, the reason being that there is no time to 
retake the bow.270 Muffat agrees with Lenton for slow tempi but instead suggests a 
craquer bowing in fast tempi:  
Of the three notes which make up a whole measure in triple time, the first 
would be played down-bow, the second up-bow, and the third down-bow, when 
played slowly, according to Rule 1… If one plays faster, the second and third 
                                                                          
268 Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, 73. 
269 Ibid., 74. 
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notes are often both played up-bow, the bow springing equally on each note.271  
 
Montéclair suggests that “One can practice both ways to achieve a looser wrist: The one 
that I have notated below is the most common amongst skillful players” (see Figure 20 
For Montéclair’s example). 272 
 
 
Figure 20. The “most common” way to bow “amongst skillful players” in triple time. Michel 
Pignolet de Montéclair, Méthode facile pour apprendre à jouer du violon. 
 
For the Sarabande, Montéclair does not show the common way of bowing it today 
with another down-stroke on the second beat – see Figure 21 below.273 
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Figure 21. Saraband bowing. Michel Pignolet de Montéclair, Méthode facile pour apprendre à 
jouer du violon. 
 
 Mozart displays a practical approach to bowing in triple time: “Because the time 
is uneven, the main rule in §3 does not apply, and one must have special rules to get back 
to regular bowing. This could be a new main rule: If there is only one note per beat in 
uneven time, then two of the three notes must always be played on one bow, especially if 
there are faster or other mixed notes in the measure that follows.”274 Which notes should 
be slurred? Mozart suggests the ones closer in pitch, and gives examples displayed below 
in Figure 22. Ever the practical musician, Mozart also notes that: “If each of the three 
notes was played on a separate bow accidentally, one must see to it that one returns to 
regular bowing in the next measure” (see Figure 23).275  
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Figure 22. Slurring in triple time to return to regular bowing. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer 
gründlichen Violinschule.276 
 
 
Figure 23. How to correct the bowing if one ends up on an upbow on the downbeat by accident. 
Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule.277 
 
4.3 Compound Meters  
When it comes to bowing in compound meters, the same rules are followed as before but 
the beat unit takes the place of the beat. Muffat writes that: 
                                                                          
276 Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule, 83. 
277 Ibid., 84. 
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A measure in six is divided into two, in nine is divided into three, and in twelve 
is divided into four, and each of the notes indicated in the time signature is 
divided into three equal parts. The Lullists nearly always play the first of the 
first of these three equal notes down-bow, even if it does not begin a measure, 
and the other two as a double up-bow. When the first note follows a rest of 
equal value, it must unquestionably be played down-bow, in triple time as well 
as in other compound meters.278  
 
An illustration of what Muffat means is given in Figure 24. Muffat also notes that if a 
compound meter such as 6/8 is divided evenly into two beat-units, or 12/8 into four, they 
must be played with alternating down- and up-bows (9/8 would follow rule 3) — see 
Figure 25.279  
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Bowing in compound time. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
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279 Ibid., 36–37. 
          
     
Muffat 9/8 p.36
      
     
Muffat 12/8 p. 36
       Muffat 3/4 with rests 
     
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Figure 25. Bowing in 6/8 and 9/8 time. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
 
Quantz would rather that a 6/8 rhythm in even eighth notes would be bowed as 
they come, stressing the downbeat and the middle of the measure.280 For fast passages in 
3/8 and 6/8 he recommends craquer bowing rather than separate strokes as “This manner 
of playing is also much less tiring than playing each note with a separate stroke” — see 
Figure 26.281  
 
Figure 26. How to play even eighth notes in 6/8 time. Johann Joachim Quantz, On playing the 
flute. 
 
As for siciliano rhythms that are common in 6/8, Muffat notes: “When three notes 
in compound time comprise a complete beat-unit, and the first is dotted, it is generally 
played down-bow”282 Quantz, on the other hand, suggests that in fast tempo, bow as they 
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  
6/8 two beat units
     
  
9/8 three beat units
       
           
Quantz p.221 fig 18
              
    
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come whereas in a slower tempo he follows Muffat’s advice and suggests a retake in the 
middle of the measure.283 
 
4.4 Long Notes & Syncopations 
For long notes, Muffat writes that notes that are a whole measure long must all be played 
down-bow.284 Both Quantz and Mozart write that syncopated passages should be bowed 
as they come, ignoring other rules.285 Mozart also notes that the note on the off-beat 
should not be emphasized.286 
 
4.5 Dotted Notes and Pickups 
The authors all seem to agree on the fact that both pickups and notes beginning on 
a weak beat after a rest should be played with an upstroke. Muffat writes: “If a measure, 
or a beat-unit, begins with a rest, and if the many successive notes which follow the rests 
complete either the measure or the beat-unit, the notes may be played with alternating up-
and down-bows.” For Muffat’s example, see Figure 27.287 
 
Figure 27. How to bow after a rest. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
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  
Muffat p.38 ex 9
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The short note following a dotted note, or a longer syncopated note, should also 
generally be played with an upbow.288 Sometimes this means there would be two upbows 
in one bow: i.e., craquer bowing, but if the first note is dotted the bow should be lifted. If 
the last note is dotted, Mozart suggests to slur the short note to the dotted note — see 
Figure 16.289 
 
Figure 28. Employing slurring if the last note is dotted. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer 
gründlichen Violinschule.290 
 
 
4.6 The Different Ways of Bowing a Menuet 
Muffat illustrates two different ways of bowing a menuet: the German/Italian way and 
the Lullian way:291   
  
                                                                          
288 Muffat, Mozart and Quantz all mention that the short note should be played with an upstroke. 
Muffat, Georg Muffat on Performance Practice, 38; Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 219; Mozart, The 
Art of the Violin, 115–116. 
289 Mozart, The Art of the Violin, 116. 
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German/Italian 
 
Lullian 
Figure 29. The two ways of bowing a menuet. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
 
4.7 Fast Tempi 
Exceptions to the rules are made in fast tempi for the convenience of the performer 
(retakes are difficult to perform once you reach a certain speed). Muffat notes that in fast 
dances like the Courante, the second measure can begin with an upbow as a pair of 
measures function as a whole unit. Other fast dances such as gigues and canaries are also 
exempt from the rule of bowing every beat-unit in compound meter downbow, while the 
bourée is exempt from beginning every measure with a downbow.292 Figures 30, 31, and 
32 below illustrate Muffat’s examples of Courante, Gigue, and Bourée bowing, 
respectively.293 
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Figure 30. Courante. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
 
Figure 31. Gigue. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
 
Figure 32. Bourée. Georg Muffat, Florilegium Secundum. 
 
Mozart instead employs slurring to make bowing easier in fast tempi: “If there are 
sixteenth notes on two of the beats in 3/8, 6/8 or 12/8 time, followed by an eighth note, 
then those two beats, i.e. the four sixteenth notes, are slurred on one down-bow, 
especially in the case of a fast tempo.” In case of a very fast tempo, the whole measure 
may be slurred. See Figure 33 for Mozart’s illustration.294 
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    
courante
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








Bourée 
                         
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Figure 33. Slurring to simplify bowing in fast tempi. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen 
Violinschule.295 
 
 
4.8 Rebellion and Diminishing Rules in the Eighteenth Century  
The importance of bowing rules began to diminish in the eighteenth century. Though 
some violinists still had strong opinions about bowings (Leopold Mozart being one of 
them), others adopted a more “laissez-faire” approach. Corrette, for example, has 
included the strict French rules in the beginning of his bowing excerpts, but later not 
always followed them himself.296 Tartini writes in his Regole that there are no fixed 
rules.297 Some were not keen on following the rules at all. Pierre Dupont (1718) writes 
that those who can play can take liberties with the bowings while Geminiani comments 
on the rule of the downbow, under Example VIII: “Here it must be observed, that you are 
to execute them by drawing the Bow down and up, or up and down alternatively; taking 
Care not to follow that wretched Rule of drawing the Bow down at the first Note of every 
Bar.”298  
 Quantz stresses the importance of placing equal strength on both down- and 
upstrokes. He writes: “The equal strength and dexterity of the up-stroke and the down-
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stroke required above is most necessary in the current musical style.”299 He suggests 
practicing the siciliano figure in 6/8 to unify the up and down strokes. Later, he 
comments that “Although certain notes must necessarily be taken with a down-stroke, an 
experienced violinist with the bow completely under control can also express them well 
with an up-stroke. This freedom of the bow must not be abused, however, since on 
certain occasions, that is, if one note requires considerably more sharpness than the 
others, the down-stroke remains superior to the up-stroke.”300 Tartini notes that also 
sixteenth note passages should be practiced beginning upbow: “ …and above all, you 
must remember in these studies to begin the allegros or flights sometimes with an up-
bow, and sometimes with a down-bow, carefully avoiding the habit of constantly 
practicing one way.”301 
 
5. The Long Slow Bow 
Fourth, from the very beginning, one should aim for a long, continuous, gentle 
and flowing bowstroke. One should not just play away with the tip of the bow 
or with some fast strokes which hardly touch the string, but always play 
purposefully.302 
 
Many treatises refer to a long slow bowstroke that seems to have been a staple of 
baroque bowing technique. Moens-Haenen has suggested that the ability to produce this 
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long, slow bowstroke is what separated the so called “bier-fiddlers,” — entertainment 
fiddlers — from serious violinists in Germany: the basic violin and bow hold and short 
bows possessed by the bier-fiddlers may have made it a technical impossibility to 
produce a lyrical long stroke. The short stroke was in Germany seen as something 
belonging both to the entertainment fiddlers and also to something strange and foreign 
such as the French, who did not have the same artistic solo tradition for violin playing. 
The division of entertainment and art violinists was however not the same in Italy as in 
Germany.303 The long stroke was also sometimes used as a measure of competency — see 
Bremner’s commentary above on how Correlli demanded a performer in his orchestra to 
hold a strong tone for ten seconds in one bowstroke. 
Quantz has characterized a number of different bow strokes for expressive 
markings performed in slow tempos. He writes that Maestoso, Pomposo, Affetuoso and 
Adagio Spiritoso should be performed with serious, heavy and sharp strokes. Slow and 
melancholy pieces (such as the Adagio Assai, Pesante, Lento, Largo Assai and Mesto) 
“requir[e] the greatest moderation of tone, and the longest, most tranquil, and heaviest 
bow-stroke” while the Sostenuto is played in a sustained serious manner with “a long and 
heavy bow-stroke.”304 
 Slow bow strokes have been noted as important for technique in more recent 
times as well. According to Galamian: 
                                                                          
303 Moens-Haenen, Deutsche Violintechnik im 17. Jahrhundert, 65–70. She has also compiled a list of 
treatises that mention the long stroke on page 115.  
304 Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 231. 
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Probably as old as the study of scales is the practicing of the son filé, namely, 
the long sustained tone, which has served generations of violinists as a medium 
for the study of tone production and bow control, and which still provides 
valuable exercise material for the same purpose. What breath control is for the 
singer - the ability to sing long phrases without having to interrupt them for a 
new breath - bow control in the long, sustained stroke is for the violinist - the 
ability to sustain a long tone or musical phrase without having to change 
bow.305  
 
Rolland notes that a slow bow requires the bow to be held more firmly306 and that point of 
contact, bow speed and pressure are factors important to consider for their execution.307 
 
5.1 The Slurred Bow Stroke 
The first Note is a Guide to all that follow, closely united, gradual, and with 
such evenness of Motion, that in Singing it imitates a certain Gliding, by the 
Masters called a Slur.308 
 
 Among the long bow strokes belongs the slur. Slurred bowings are rare in early 
baroque music where they would only occur in slow movements to create a certain affect 
— an early example of a long slur by Francesco Rognoni from 1620 appears in Figure 
34.309 In the seventeenth century, slurring was part of ornamental practice and different 
slurrings were used to create particular effects — slurs in pairs, for example, were often 
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used across strong and weak parts of the beats and across two strings (see Figure 35 
below for an example by Biber). The paired slurring corresponds to the similar paired 
articulation for example for flute and keyboard. It was also common to create rhythmic 
groups or articulate a longer passage through slurring.310  
 
Figure 34. An early example of a long slur. Francesco Rognoni, Selva di varii passagi, parte 
seconda, 1620.311 
 
Figure 35. Slurring in pairs across strong and weak parts of the beat. H.I.F. Biber, Sonata I, 
Presto, Sonatae Violino Solo, 1681.312 
 
During the eighteenth century, the slur would be used also in fast movements to 
create a light effect.313 Around 1700, slurring begins for the first time to be found among 
                                                                          
310 Moens-Haenen, Deutsche Violintechnik im 17. Jahrhundert, 163–167. 
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the French (see sonatas by Francois Duval, Jean Baptiste Sénaillé and later on 
Veracini).314 It was now very common practice to use slurs in the violin repertoire: Tartini 
goes so far as to say that “Notes ascending or descending should always be played in a 
single bow. In a slurred passage, if the first note does not have the same value as the 
following ones, it should be played in a separate bow. If a passage consists partly of leaps 
and partly of stepwise movements, bow the former in one way and the latter in 
another.”315 Mozart writes that it is also sometimes permissible to add a slur when the 
composer has forgotten (or not had the good knowledge to do so).316 
How is a slur to be executed? In the eighteenth century, the slur seems to have 
been regarded as a kind of diminuendo. Besides Tosi’s excerpt above, let us look at what 
Mozart writes: “If 2, 3, 4 or even more notes are joined together by a semicircle, the 
composer wishes such notes not to be played detached, but slurred in a singing style: in 
consequence one must attack the first note more strongly, and append the others gently 
and rather more softly.”317 Quantz comments that the second note must be diminished 
when dotted notes are slurred in the adagio.318 Tarling suggests that slurs should be 
clearly defined but not over-emphasized, and that one should strive to diminish the slur 
without adding a gap in the music (unless a gap is needed for a particular effect). She also 
notes that if one takes Tosi´s advice to heart, one should lengthen the first note a little.319 
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6. Détache and the Short Bow Stroke 
The détache was the normal bow stroke of the baroque era, but because of the nature of 
the bow the stroke would have been more articulated than today. In a fast tempo the 
stroke would naturally be going towards a slightly bouncy bow stroke (what is known as 
spiccato today).320 If the composer wanted a greater separation than the bow naturally 
would produce this would normally be indicated by a staccato sign: in slower tempos the 
bow would be lifted, in faster it would stay on the string. If the composer did not want the 
bow to be lifted, this could be indicated by the term “gestossen” or “abgestossen,” 
“tockiret” or “abgesondert.”321 Unlike today, where staccato in violin playing has become 
synonymous with the upbow slurred staccato stroke, staccato during the seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century meant “separated” and was used synonymously with the word 
spiccato.322 
In the treatises, we find descriptions of the staccato in, among others, Corrette’s 
and Quantz’s treatises. Corrette writes that “Staccato or spiccato means that the bow 
stroke of the violin, viol, and cello must be played dry, without dragging out, and well 
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detached. This is found very often in largos and adagios of concertos.”323 Quantz writes 
that the staccato should be performed with a short and detached bow stroke. He also 
makes the distinction between dots and strokes: “For just as a distinction is to be made 
between strokes and dots without slurs above them, that is, the notes with strokes must be 
played with completely detached strokes, and those with dots simply with short strokes 
and in a sustained manner” and later on he notes that “…they must sound half as long as 
their true value.” They should also be lifted a little from the string (if time permits). If 
only one note has a stroke it should be emphasized “with a pressure of the bow.”324 It 
should be noted however that the design of the early bows does not make them suitable 
for heavy accents such as a martelé or a sforzando.325 
 
6.1 Faster Tempi 
In faster tempi, the bow would generally stay on the string but with a short and detached 
bow stroke.326 Quantz writes that “In general it is to be noted that in the accompaniment, 
particularly in lively pieces, a short and articulated bow-stroke wielded in the French 
manner, produces a much better effect than a long and dragging Italian stroke,” and 
suggests that the Allegro, Presto and Vivace should be performed with a very light, 
detached and short bow stroke where the articulation comes from wrist movements.327  
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There were conventions for when the bow should be lifted off the string, such as 
for dotted notes.328 Mozart describes that “It is preferable to play the note following the 
dot slightly later, since the notes which are detached by lifting the bow make the 
performance livelier ….”329 
Though bouncing bowstrokes were rarely used, they must have been known at 
least among the virtuosi if we look at examples by Biber, Schmelzer, Johann Jacob 
Walther and others. Figure 36 gives an example by Walther — here the bow would 
bounce at the indicated fast tempo.330  
 
 
Figure 36. Bouncing bowstrokes. Johann Jacob Walther, Scherzi Da Violino Solo, 1687.331 
 
Tartini suggests to practice Corelli’s Allegros that move entirely in sixteenth 
notes (of which there are three movements) in order to achieve looseness of the wrist so 
that one can play with speed. He writes that these movements should be played staccato 
with little rests in between, and that the whole passage should be accelerated a little every 
time. This should be practiced first at the point, then between point and middle, then 
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middle of bow. Tartini then suggests practicing 16th note passages that cross two strings 
(see Figure 37) “in order to acquire a greater facility of executing swift passages in a light 
and neat manner.”332 Figure 37 in F gives Tartini’s suggested way of practicing Corelli’s 
fast movements. To this it can be added that modern pedagogues have suggested that 
playing fast notes is facilitated by having one impulse for every two notes instead of two: 
“Less power is necessary to change the direction of a moving object if the object is kept 
moving than if the object is brought to a stop before it is moved in the new direction.”333 
To explore the spiccato and how the length of the stroke, bow tilt and sounding point 
affects it, one can use the exercises from page 90 of Simon Fischer’s Basics. 
 
Figure 37. Tartini’s suggested way of practicing Corelli’s fast movements. Giuseppe Tartini, 
Lettera. 
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7. Other Bow Strokes 
7.1 The Slurred Staccato 
Slurred staccato can be found already in the music of Biber and Walther, and was later 
used heavily by French by composers such as Jean-Marie Leclair, Louis-Gabriel 
Guillemain and Jean-Joseph Cassanéa de Mondonville. An example by Biber from 
Sonata 15 of his Mystery Sonatas is given in Figure 38 below. It is also featured in Italian 
music by Geminiani, Francesco Maria Veracini, Pietro Locatelli, Tartini and others.334  
 
Figure 38. Slurred staccato. H.I.F. Biber, Mystery Sonatas, Sonata 15 in C major: Sarabande, ca. 
1678.335 
 
The slurred staccato is not mentioned in the treatises until the eighteenth century. 
One of the first occurrences is a short passage in Corrette’s treatise, where he has given 
the instruction “Nottes ègales et articuliées d’un meme coup d’archet” — “even and 
articulated notes in the same bow stroke.”336 L’Abbe le Fils instructs the learner to have a 
"very free" wrist to articulate each note in a slurred staccato: "When the Notes of a 
Roulade or some other figure are all slurred two by two, three by three, etc., and when a 
dot is used over each of these notes, this method of notation is called Coup d’Archet 
Articulé. To perform this bow stroke well, the wrist ought to be very free and ought only 
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to articulate each of these notes with perfect equality, whether in up-bow or down-
bow.”337 
Quantz writes that “In slurring notes in the Adagio, you must be careful not to 
make them seem detached, unless there are dots beneath the slur that is above the notes. 
But if strokes are used instead of dots, as in the last two notes of this example [see Figure 
39], the notes must be attacked sharply, in a single stroke of the bow.”338 Mozart on the 
other hand describes some kind of flying staccato rather than the traditional slurred 
staccato that stays on the string, and how it may vary depending on the bow used: “… 
The first beat is slurred on the down-bow, while the 12 notes of the other 3 beats are 
played on the up-bow, but separated and distinguished through quick lifting of the 
bow” (see Figure 40). He mentions that:  
A beginner will have difficulty with this technique. Control of the right hand 
and restraint of the bow are necessary, which can better be demonstrated and 
determined through practice, than explained in words. Much depends on the 
weight of the bow, and not less on how long or short it is. A heavy and long 
bow needs a lighter pressure and less restraint, whereas a light, short bow 
requires more pressure and restraint in drawing it over the strings. The right 
hand must generally be held in a rather stiff position, but the stiffness and 
looseness must be applied according to how heavy and long, and how light and 
short the bow is. The notes must be played in a steady tempo and with even 
pressure, and not rushed or swallowed, so to speak. In particular, one must bow 
so economically, that enough strength remains at the end of the second measure 
for the quarter note G at the end of the phrase to be distinctly heard.339 
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Figure 39. Slurred staccato. Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute. 
 
 
Figure 40. Flying staccato. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule. 
 
 There are also examples of flying staccato and ricochet (without labeling the bow 
stroke) in Pietro Locatelli’s Sonata V., 2nd and 4th movement:  
 
Figure 41. Flying staccato and ricochet. Pietro Locatelli, X Sonate, Opera Ottava, Sonata V: 
Allegro, 1746.340 
 
 
7.2 Slurred Tremolo 
The slurred tremolo, also called bow vibrato, was a common bow stroke known already 
in the seventeenth century. This stroke should be executed more like a pulsation rather 
than with too much separation. It is sometimes written out and sometimes indicated by a 
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wavy line over a long note.341 Johann Mattheson describes it in the following manner: 
"Whoever is acquainted with the tremolos in organ works will know that simply the 
wavering air itself performs the effect and no higher or lower keys are touched on the 
keyboard…. On violins the same trembling can also be accomplished on one tone within 
one bowing; without another being necessary for it."342 Tarling suggests to also try out 
bow vibrato where not specifically indicated in spots where there are repeated eighth 
notes found in groups, which occurs both in Bach and in Handel.343 
 
7.3 Bariolage & Ondeggiando  
Bariolage and ondeggiando were other common bow strokes used in the baroque era.  
The ondeggiando is a type of bow vibrato where two notes are alternated in a 
slurred stroke, and if not written out it is indicated by the same sign as the bow vibrato — 
a horizontal wavy line.344 An example of ondeggiando can be found in Johann Jacob 
Walther’s Scherzi da Violino Solo, Sonata VIII, Ondeggiando from 1676 — see Figure 
42 below. Stanley Ritchie has included an exercise for ondeggiando in Before the 
Chinrest: A Violinist's Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-Chinrest Technique and Style.345 
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Figure 42. Ondeggiando. Johann Jacob Walther, Scherzi da Violino Solo, Sonata VIII.346 
 
 The bariolage also occurs in the violin literature already in the seventeenth 
century in works by Biber and Antonio Vivaldi without being specifically mentioned in 
the treatises.347 It is first described by Robert Crome in 1760 as a method to promote a 
free and relaxed right hand technique: see Figure 43 for his exercise.348 Ritchie suggests 
that the bariolage should be thought of as lateral and vertical movements performed 
simultaneously: a lateral movement for sound production and a vertical movement for the 
string crossings. He has included an introductory exercise to the Prelude of Bach’s 
Partita in E major in Before the Chinrest: A Violinist's Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-
Chinrest Technique and Style.349  
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Figure 43. Bariolage. Robert Crome, The Fiddle new Model’d. 
 
 
7.4 Pizzicato 
The pizzicato is perhaps not a bow stroke, but since it is performed with the right hand it 
has been included here. Quantz writes that the pizzicato is usually performed with the 
thumb. For those who can't do it well (if performing it with the thumb sounds harsh) 
Quantz instead suggests to use the index finger (in the modern manner), and not to "grasp 
the string from below, but from the side, so that its fluctuation is in that direction, and not 
backward upon the fingerboard" which leads to a fuller tone.350  
 
7.5 Other Bow Strokes in the Treatises 
Many bow strokes are demonstrated in the treatises without specific names. Geminiani, 
for example, displays a number of different bow strokes under Examples XVI and XVII, 
see Figure 47 and 48 respectively at the end of this chapter. He notes under XVI that 
“The learner should be indefatigable in practicing this Example till he has made himself a 
perfect Master of the Art of Bowing. For it is to be held as a certain Principle that he who 
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does not possess, in a perfect Degree, the Art of Bowing, will never be able the render the 
Melody agreeable nor arrive at a Facility in the Execution.”351 Quantz also describes 
many different strokes under the section “Des XVII. Hauptstücks II. Abschnitt. Von den 
Ripien Violinisten insbesondere” that are displayed in Table XXII — see Figure 49 at the 
end of the chapter. 
 
8. Chordal Technique 
Despite the frequency with which chords are featured in the violin repertoire, there is 
little technical information in the treatises about how to execute them. The modern way 
of executing three- or four-note chords is to break them into two parts where the bottom 
notes are struck before the beat and the top notes are held. This might not be the best 
approach for baroque music, as the most interesting action in the score often lies in the 
bass part, and we need only to look at the different ways that chords were notated to 
know that breaking chords in the modern manner is not the only option.352 
 A chord can either be broken or it can be rolled at a variety of speeds, and one can 
dwell on the bottom or the top note. Christopher Simpson suggests to viol players that 
"When two, three, or more Notes stand one over another… They must be play'd as One, 
by sliding the Bow over those Strings which express the sound of the said Notes…. Be 
sure to hit the lowest String first (insisting thereon so long as need requires) and let the 
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Bow slide from It to the highest, touch in its passage those in the middle betwixt them."353 
Quantz, on the other hand, suggests to roll the chords quickly without dwelling on the 
bottom notes: "… The lower strings must not be held either in slow or quick tempos; they 
must be struck quickly one after the other, or the effect will be that of a chord arpeggiated 
in triplets. And since these chords are used to surprise the ear with their unexpected 
vehemence, those followed by rests must be played very short and with the strongest part 
of the bow, that is, with the lower portion; and if many chords follow one another, each 
must be taken with a down-stroke."354 Mozart suggests that chords be performed rapidly: 
“Furthermore, one must strive to play chords rapidly and together….”355 To accompany 
the text he has provided three examples of chords with an eight note rest in between: 
 
Figure 44. Chords. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule. 
 
 How to break or roll the chord seems ultimately to depend on the affect of the 
music. Tarling suggest that one may experiment with the way of rolling it for example by 
holding the either one or two top notes together if it is an appropriate interval such as a 
sixth, or by delaying the top note.356 Some musicologists believe that if the melody is in 
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the bass, the chords could also be spread downwards.357 
 Sometimes chords are accompanied by the instruction that they should be 
arpeggiated. According to Mozart the player is free to decide the manner of arpeggiation: 
“The word arpeggio comes from the word arpa (Ital. harp), therefore it means ‘to play in 
the manner of a harp’, i.e. the notes are not to played simultaneously, but successively. 
The playing of these broken chords is partly indicated by the composer, and partly 
executed at the violinist’s own discretion.”358 Mozart has provided different manners of 
arpeggiation over the following examples.359 One may also have a look at Geminiani’s 
and L’Abbé le Fils’ selection of arpeggiations.360 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                          
357 Stowell suggests that chords could also be spread downwards. See Stowell, The Early Violin and 
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Figure 45. Variation in articulation. Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule.361 
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Figure 46. Bow strokes. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the violin.362 
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Figure 47. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the violin.363 
                                                                          
363 Geminiani, The Art of Playing on the violin, 24–25. 
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Figure 48. Variation in articulation. Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte 
traversiere zu spielen, Table XXII.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
The aim of this dissertation has been to present historical violin playing in a light 
that is easy to grasp for students new to the performance of early music. In the process of 
consulting both historical and more recent sources, it has been discovered that historical 
and modern technique rarely contradict each other. Differences in technical advice seem 
to instead be grounded on different equipment rather than opposing views on what is 
good and bad — see for example the note on using bow pressure versus bow speed to 
produce more sound.364 Among modern players not familiar with historically informed 
performance there is sometimes a belief that period playing is an area of performance 
where you can get away with “bad technique.” However, as has been demonstrated in this 
text, good technique was considered just as important during earlier times. As Leopold 
Mozart notes in the Preface to the first edition of The Art of the Violin:  
I was often disappointed that learners were so badly instructed that I did not 
only have to start again from the beginning but had to work hard to correct the 
mistakes they had been taught or at least forgiven. I felt sorry for trained 
violinists who sometimes even thought a great deal of their expertise when I 
heard them perform really easy passages quite contrary to the composer’s 
intention which required a bowing differing only very slightly in its method 
from how it is commonly done. Indeed, I was surprised when I was forced to 
witness how, even after oral appraisal of the performance and after a correct 
demonstration of the way of playing the piece, they nevertheless failed to 
accomplish the same with the due accurateness and purity.365  
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One of the most important points in this dissertation has been the emphasis on 
ergonomics and healthy body movement, whether playing a historical or modern 
instrument. It should here be stressed again that what is considered healthy movement 
should never be sacrificed for something that one believes to be more historical, unless 
one wishes to put oneself in danger of becoming seriously injured. Luckily, even here, 
historical technique as described in the sources rarely contradicts healthy movement 
practice if approached in a mindful way with consideration for how our bodies are 
designed. On the contrary, learning a historical instrument can be an opportunity to 
“unlearn” bad habits using the steps of the Alexander Technique, as it provides us with an 
opportunity to be aware of movements that are otherwise performed automatically in our 
regular playing.366 Based upon the findings of this dissertation, one can envision further 
research in the area of injury occurrence among historical players. It is generally known 
that performance-related injuries ranging from tinnitus to tendonitis are common among 
professional musicians and studies have been made of how participation in Alexander 
Technique or biofeedback can improve musical performance and prevent injuries.367 But 
no specific studies of period players have been made, which would be a particularly 
interesting area, since, as mentioned earlier, comfort when playing is often sacrificed for 
techniques that are believed to be more historical.  
 It would now be interesting to see further research being done on how elements of 
                                                                          
366 Chapter 2, 31. 
367 See for example Aaron Williamon, ed., Musical Excellence: Strategies and Techniques to Enhance 
Performance (Oxford: Oxford University Press, U.S.A., 2004) and Janet Horvath, Playing (Less) 
Hurt: An Injury Prevention Guide for Musicians (New York: Hal Leonard, 2010), or Conable, What 
Every Musician Needs to Know About the Body. 
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stylistic performance can be introduced already at the initial stages of learning an 
instrument, rather than the student having to be “re-taught” many years later. As has been 
demonstrated in this text, stylistic performance is not in any way a hindrance to 
developing a sound technique per modern standards of violin pedagogy. Yet, far too 
often, a sense of style is often left out when teaching the violin to young children, not to 
be introduced until music college (if at all). This is partly due to the violin methods used 
most commonly with young children, the Suzuki method perhaps being the most popular, 
particularly in the United States. Though the method includes pieces from the baroque 
era, the way in which they are presented unfortunately does not encourage stylistic 
performance. The research to be done here, therefore, is how stylistic performance could 
be included into the curriculum of music education and how popular violin methods can 
be used in a manner that is more historically informed. It is the hope of the author that 
this dissertation may also be used as part of this wider effort to make historical 
performance more accessible and readily available for all violinists.  
As mentioned earlier, historical and modern pedagogy complement each other, 
and the use of historical instruments can well improve modern playing by bringing bad 
habits into the light and by developing alternate ways of achieving something. For 
example, in searching for a hold when performing a historical instrument that is both 
comfortable and in agreement with historical sources, one might find a more comfortable 
way of holding the modern instrument, perhaps a way that allows for more flexibility and 
freedom. Because it is only by continuing to experiment with technique, to be open to 
new possibilities and to challenge old habits, that we will continue to develop as 
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musicians.  
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